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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope of this Handbook
Problems of excessive depletion of river dissolved oxygen (DO) can often be traced to the

discharge of waste organic matter. Depletion may also occur because of the activity of aquatic
plants. Altho'gh a full description of the processes determining river dissolved oiygen
concentration is a formidable task, relatively simple methods can sometimes be used to
provide a useful estimate of the extent of oxygen depletion. These methods make use of
simple mathematical models. This Handbook documents several such methods and indicates,
by worked examples, how they may be applied. Indications of the amount and type of field
work required are also given.

Simple mathematical models are useful for making preliminary estimates of the potential
impact of an effluent on the DO of a river. Such estimãtes may indicate that an effh¡ent will
not have an adverse effect on river water quality. In this case the discharge may be permitted
provided it will not have an adverse impact on other river water quaiity stândaids (e.g.,
appearance, bacterial concentration, temperature). On the other hand the estimate mãy
indicate that further investigation, involving field work and more sophisticated modelling, ii
justified.

This Handbook considers only simple models that may be solved with nomographs,
programmable calculators or small minicomputers. Such models are considered adequaté for
making. preliminary estimates of potential dissolved oxygen depletion. Full details 

-of 
more

sophisticated models wh.ich include the effects of unsteády disclrarge and dispersion are not
given here. These latter models are not necessary for making préliminary èstimates; it is
anticipated that they will be described more fully in a future ieiision of this Handbook.

1.2 Constructing a Model

- In considering the impact of effluent discharge one needs some means of transforming
known information on the river and effluent into an estimate of downstream DO. This cañ
bestbe achieved by using a mathematical model that is based on mathematical descriptions of
the important physical
models are ot oitj nmit ä
DO depletion in rivers) o
is used on the one problem; a very simple model being used initially, with greater
sophistication being introduced if required. Figure 1.1 gives ihe sequence of events which is
used to determine the impact of an effluent on river DO. Note that the decision on whether a

e on the basis of the empirical "model" that if thç river
(BOPs) concentrations are below say 2 g.m.-3 then

In this Handbook it is recommended that investigations of effluent impact commence with
a simple model, the basic Streeter-Phelps model which is described in Chapter 2. Some
management problems can be solved satisfactorily with this model, and useful insights into
Tany other problems can be gained by first attempting to fit this model. Ffowever, if the basic
Streeter-Phelps model cannot be verified, or if thé effécts of aquatic plants are to be included,
some modification to the model must be used as is discussedin Chãpter 3. Additional field,
laboratory and modelling work will then be required.
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F'IG. 1.1 Steps and information required to assess the impact of an effluent on river dissolved oxygen.
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1.3 Processes Operating
rt is I model should take account of the important oxygentransfe the many processes in a river carrying waste orginicmatter e has identified those of major impórtãnce as listéd in

Table.

Table 1.1 Important oxygen transfer processes

(1)
Always important

(2)
Sometimes important

(3)
Rarely important
importance unknown

New Zealand

or
in

Advection

Inflows

Reaeration

Aquatic BOD exertion

Benthic BOD exertion

Aquatic plant
metabolism

Benthic BOD supply
from resuspension of
mud

Nitrogenous BOD
exertion

Dispersion

Advection is defined as the downstream transport of river rvater at the mean cross-section
t-"lo"t_tyt Tributary inflows of unpolluted water may provide significant DO and also dilute
the BOD of polluted river water. Polluted tributariês and waste inflows increase river BOD
and/or decrease river DO. Reaeration is a physical process that occurs whenever river water
is depleted in oxygen; oxygen is transferrea, by diffùsion, from the atmosphere into the river

unds such as ammonia when they
IIK and USA rivers, nitrogenous

Benthic BOD exertion refers to the action of organisms resident on the river bed and
banks. Aquatic
sunlight also pr
during daylight,
throughout the

Benthic BOD supply from mud resuspensior
of some New Zealand rivers (e.g., in theFlaura
detail' Dispersion is only important when inflows vary rapidly with time, for example, duringa slug discharge of BOD.

The basic Streeter-Phelps model described in Chapter 2 includes only the items in column
(1) of Table 1 ' 1. The modified Streeter-Phelps modei described in Chapier 3 also includes the
effects of items in column (2).

1.4 Preliminary Modeiling
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maximum river temperature and maximum waste discharge when making preliminary
predictions in order to assess whether further investigation is justified. -Since 

mo¿el
coefficients may not be known accurately, it is desirable to make predictions using a range of
different values.

1.5 Model Calibration
Once a preliminary "desk study" has been conducted and a decision made that further

investigation is justified, then it is necessary to calibrate the model properly.
Calibration is the process whereby values of the model coefficients ãreèstimated. There

are few hard and fast rules about how to estimate the values of model coefficients. Some
coefficients can be measured directly while others which cannot easily be measured must be
adjusted until a good match is obtained between observations and model predictions.

It is common practice to test the sensitivity of the model to changes in coeificient values.
This identifies the "critical" coefficients so that laboratory and field surveys can concentrate
on refining the estimates of these coefficients while paying less attention to other model
coefficients, and helps to quantify the uncertainty in model predictions.

1.6 Model VerifÍcation
Verification follows calibration and is designed to check the validity of the model for

prediction. In verification, the calibrated coefficient values are "frozen'i and used together
with a set of river data different from thøt used in calibration to see how well the observãtions
and predictions match. If good agreement is obtained the model is verified. It must be
stressed that river data used for verification must be a different set. from that used in
calibration. Also the model is strictly only verified for environmental conditions similar to
those pertaining to the calibration/verification data.

1.7 Prediction
Predictions are made using a verified model, usually for the "worst case" of low river flow

and maximum river temperature and waste discharge since DO depletion for such conditions
is maximal. There are two modes of prediction: prediction of the D-O sag curve resulting from
known discharges; or prediction of the maximum allowable discharges ttrat *itt not cause the
downstream DO to breach a specified standard (often referrãd to as calculation of
assimilative capacity). In the first case the known discharges are specified and the model is
used directly to predict the sag curve. In the second case an indirect trial and error process is
usually necessary; a first estimate of allowable discharges is made, the model is used to obtain
the sag curve, and then the estimates are refined. This process is continued until a satisfactory
solution is obtained. In some simple cases the assimilative capacity can be calculated directly,
as shown in Section 2.11.

It should be noted that even a carefully constructed and verified model may not make
aôcurate predictions for environmental conditions significantly different from those under
which it was developed. It is, therefore, desirable to have carried out the calibration and
verification field work for environmental conditions sirnilar to those requiring study.
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2 BASIC STREETER.PHELPS MODEL

2.1 fnFoduction
This model was first developed by Streeter and Phelps (1925) following work carried out on

the Ohio River, U.S.A., and has been used many times since. In its simplest form the model
predicts a "BOD decay curve" and a "DO sag curve" downstream from an initial point.

Cs

Ca

co

Satunation D0

Oo
c.-
(U

.=
É.

D0 Sag Curve
c*

River time of travet, t
lnf[ow at
initial point

I}", C" : river BOD' and DO just above the inflow
Bo, Co : initial river BOD,, and DO just downstream from the inflow

C. : saturation DO
C*, D* : critical DO sag and DOD

FIG. 2.1 Typical Streeter-Phelps model solutions: single inflow

These curves are typified on Fig. 2.1 which shows that the river BOD continually decreases
downstream from the initial point (where t : 0) and the river DO sag reaches its maximum
at time-of-travel t*-the so-called "critical point"-where the river DO is at a minimum. The
extent of the sag at the critical point is usually of most concern since that is where
environmental stress is greatest.

The basic Streeter-Phelps model assumes that the oxygen balance of any segment of water
moving down a river channel is the result of two major competing processes: removal of DO
by exertion of BOD, and addition of DO by reaeration. The rate of exertion of BOD and the
consequent decrease of DO is assumed to be proportional to the BOD concentration, the
constant of proportionality being the deoxygenation coefficient, kr. It is important to note
that the rate of removal of DO is equal to the rate of exertion of thè ultimate BOD, BOD',

Decay Curve

10
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and it is necessary to estimate BOD' from say BOD5 measurements using a conversion factor
(as discussed in Section 2.4). T};'e rate of reaçration is assumed to be proportional to the DO
deficit (DOD)T, the constant of proportionality being the reaeration coefficient, kr. Thus the
basic Streeter-Phelps model has two important coefficients, k1, âfid kr. An increase in the
value of k, corresponds to a decrease in the crittcal DO (C* on Fig. 2.L) and also a decrease in
the time-of-travel to the critical point (t* on Fig. 2.1). An increase in the value of k,
corresponds to an increase in the sritical DO and also a decrease in the time-of-travel to the
critical point.

The initial BOD' and DO, Bo and C" in Fig. 2.L are calculated assuming that the inflow
mixes immediately with the river flow. This is a reasonable approximation because the
ma¡rimum effect of a waste discharge on river DO appears a considerable distance
downstream from the inflow.

The model can also be used for rivers with multiple inflows. All inflows are assumed to be
constant (inflow rate and massflow do not vary with time). Even when this is not the case the
model may still be useful provided time averages of inflow and river data are used.

Various modifications have been made to the basic Streeter-Phelps model and one which is
particularly useful is the inclusion of the effects of benthic oxygen demand. This is discussed
in detail in Section 3.2. Inclusion of the effects of benthic oxygen demand introduces an
additional coefficient, D". The basic Streeter-Phelps model is then a special case of the
modified Streeter-Phelps model in which Ds - 0. In the interests of conciseness, calculator
and mini-computer programs are given in the appendices only for the modified Streeter-
Phelps model. The user may specify Da : 0 in order to retain the basic Streeter-Phelps
model.

The model equations and their solutions are given in Appendix A. River DO studies
almost invariably call for repeated use ol a model to assess the effects of alternative
coefficient values or alternative loadings. ft is, therefore, highly desirable to be able to solve
model equations quickly and easily. To facilitate this, example programs for solving the
Streeter-Phelps model using HP 41CV and Tï 59 calculators are given in Appendix B. A
mini-computer program written in BASIC,is given in Appendix C.

In some cases simple nomogfaphs for çalculating the main features of the basic Streeter-
Phelps model solutions may be very helpful. This is particularly so in the case of emergency
discharges of waste for which answers are required rapidly. Such nomographs are described
in Sections 2.tO and 2.1L.

2.2 Data Requirements
The Streeter-Phelps model requires the following 12 items to be specified by the user of the

model. The first 9 are "environmental inputs" that may be directly measured from field
surveys and laboratory work. The last 3 are the model coefficients, for which estimation
procedures are given in later sections. The last of these coefficients is only required for the
modified model discussed in Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Erusironmenta,l inputs
(a) River Temperature, T (in lC).
(b) Saturation I)O, C, (in g.m''). This may be obtained from Table 2.L for a given river

temperature, assuming zero salinily and standard atmospheric pressure.
(c) Upstream river ratc of flow, Q. (in m'.s-'). This is the river rate of flow just upstream

from the initial point.
(d) Upstream river BOd, L" (in g.m-3). This is the river BOD' just upstream from the

initial point.
(e) Upstream river I)O, C" (in g.--'). This is the river DO just upstream from the initial

point.
(f) Rate of flow, BPD, and DO for each lnflow: denoted by Qi (in m3.s-1), L, (in g.m-3) and

C, (in g.m-') respectively.

fDissolved oxygen deficit concentration (DOD) equals saturation concentration minus DO concentration, i.e.,
D : Cs - C (refer to Fig. 2.1).

11
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(g) Laboratory BOD decay coefficient, k, (in duy-t, base e). This is the standard first order
coefficient for BOD exertion in the BOD test. It describes the rate at which BOD is
exerted in the test bottle and used to convert BOD' to BOD,, for inflow and river
samples. use and estimation of k, is described in Section 2.4.

(h) River velocity, U (in m.s-l). This is the mean velocity, assumed constant.
(i) River mean depth, H (in m), assumed constant.

Table 2.1 Saturation DO versus temperature (from Wilcock 1982a)

Temperature, T
('c)

Saturation PO, C.
(g.--')

L7.29
17.02
LO.77
10.54
10.30
10.09
9.86
9.66
9.46
9.27
9.09
8.91
8.73
8.s8
8.41
8.26
8.10
7.95
7.8L
7.68
7.55

2.2.2 Model coefficients
(j) River deoxygenation coefficient, k, (in day-l, base e). This desc¡ibes the rate at which

BOD is exerted in the river. An estimation procedure is given in Section 2.5.
(k) River reaeration coefficient, k, (in d"y-t, Uase e). This describes the rate at which

reaeration of the river occurs. An est¡mation procedure is given in Section 2.6.
(l) Benthic oxygen demand rate, D" (in g.m-3.day-l¡. T.'tris describeJ the rate of uptake of

oxygen by benthic organisms. Estimation of D" is discussed in Chapter 3.

Three points of caution must be made about the model coefficients k, and kr.
First, in the literature the coefficients may be quoted to base e or tb base 10. It is

imperative that the correct base is identified, otherwise gross errors will ensue. For example,
if k, is the reaeration coefficient to base e and K, is the coefficient to base 10, thenk :2.J-yr.
The same holds true for kr and kr. There is some considerable confusion in the literatu¡e on
the base of coefficients (made worse by the lack of a uniform notation). Note that
Fckenfelder (1970, p. 37) quotes three formulae for k2; if one checks the originai papers cited
it is clear that the first formula is the base e, whilst tlie second and last areio baielO. Also,
Fair er oI. (7968, p. Ta1,) use a value of k, that may be shown to be to base 10 in a model
that requires the coefficient to base e. This Høndbook deals exclusixely with coefficients to the
base e.

Second, the k, and kr coefficients should never be confused. As noted above, the first
describes BOD exertion in the BOD testbottle, while the second describes BOD exertion in
the rioer' Early literature on DO modelling (e.g., Phelpslg44) has tended to use k, as the
river deoxygenation coefficient with some success, but this can be explained by the fãct that
early work was done on large rivers, such as the Ohio, for which one might 

"*pect 
k, and k,

to be similar. For smaller rivers k, normally exceeds k, since organisms on th" bed anã bankõ
of the river have a greater opportunity for "contact; with thé organic matter in the river
water.

10
L1

72
T3

t4
15
76
L7
18
19
20
27
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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Third, Fair (1939) coined the use of the term river "self-purification constant", defined by
f. : k2lk1, and gave a table of f values for sluggish rivers up to rapids and waterfalls. This
table has been taken up in subsequent texts, e.g., Fair et al. (L968). Inthe authors'opinion
this table is entirely inappropriate for New Zealand conditions and will give misleading rèsults,
especially when applied to small rivers. This is because the values of k, and k, used to devise
the table are not appropriate for New Zealand rivers.

2.3 Calculation of DO Sag Curve
Procedures given in this section refer to the programmable calculator and mini-computer

programs given in Appendices B and C.

2.3.1 Single inflow
The procedure is:
(a) Specify the river temperature, T, in the reach being modelled.
(b) Calculate the saturation DO, C' from Table 2.1.
(c) Specify the upstream river rate of flow, BOD', and DO;

Q",L",C".
(d) Specify the inflow rate of flow, BODs, âDd DO; Q,,L¡,C¡.
(e) Specify the laboratory BOD decay coefficient, k¡, and so convert the upstream river

BOD5, L", to upstream rive¡ BOD,r, 8", and the inflow BOD', L,, to inflow BOD,,,
B¡, using the method given in Section 2.4.

(f) Calculate the initial river rate of flow, BOD' and DO (Qo,Bo and C") using

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(g) Estimate the river deoxygenation coefficient, k, (see Section 2.5).
(h) Specify the river velocity and depth, U and FI, and so estimate the river reaeration

coefficient, k, (see Section 2.ó).
(i) Use the program to calculate river BOD,, BOD' and DO at any point downstream

from the initial point.

A worked example using this procedure is given in Section 2.7.L.

2.3.2 Multiple ínflows
As described above the model predicts BOD,,, BOD' and DO curves downstream from a

single inflow. Ffowever, the model can be extended without undue difficulty to the situation
of multiple inflows. To do this the river is subdivided into several reaches, the boundaries
being located at each inflow and/or where a change in a model coefficient occurs. The model
is then applied to each reach in turn starting at the most upstream point. This situation is
depicted in Fig. 2.2. A worked example is given in Section 2.7.2.

13
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C, : saturation DP
C*, D* : critical DO sag and DOD

FIG.2.2 Typical Streeter-Phelps model solurions: multiple inflows

Legend: refer Fig. 2.1.
Note: (a) Model is firsr applied ro Reach L and then to Reach 2.

(b) For Reach 2, B" and Cu are given.by model results at the downstream end of Reach 1.
(c) For Reach 2, any model coefficient and/or environmental factor (e.g., temperature, saturation DO,

velocity etc.) may change from that applicable in Reach 1.

2.4 Corrversion of BOD, to BOD.

- For a given !L the ratio of BOD' to BOD5, a, required hy the Streeter-Phelps model, can
be read from Fig. 2.3.

A variety of methods for estimation of k, have been developed and these are described in
various texts (Phelps 7944; Fair et al. 1968; Yelz 797O; Eckenfelder L97O; Nemerow lg74).
These methods all employ a series of tests requiring the BOD of similar samples ovér
different time intervals. It will not generally be necessary to carry out laboratory work to
estimate kr; this has already been done for river waters and a number of wastès in New
Zealand, and these results are reasonably transferable. A summary of these results for wastes
and river waters is given n Table 2.2.

t4
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FIG. 2.3 Graph of BOD":BOD, (a) versus k" (from McBride 1982b and reproduced by permission of
the Journal, Water Pollution Control Fedpration),
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Tsble 2.2 Laboratory BOD decay coefficienr values

Sample kL
(dav-t)

Reference

Sewage (primary rreatment)
Dairy factory wastes (raw)
Meatworks wastes (primary

treatment)
Pulp and paper mill u/astes

(primary treatment)
Pulp and paper mill wasres

(secondary treatment)
Piggery \¡rastes (primary treat-

ment)
Piggery wastes (secondary treat-

ment)
River waters (Waikato and

V/aipa)

Cameron (1982)
Barnett et al. (1982)
Heddle (1,982)

M. Piper (Tasman Pulp & paper
Co. pers. comm.)
M. Piper (Tasman Pulp & paper
Co, pers. comm.)
J. Nagels (MWD pers. comm.)

J. Nagels (MWD pers. comm.)

J, Nagels (MWD pers. comm.)

0.23
0.44 - 0.62
0,45 - 0.60

0.3s

0.2s

0.s - 0.8'1 
037

0.4

This table shows that_kt can be interpreted as a measure of the stability of these wasres;
increasing the degree of tieatment leads to a lowering of kr. The value ior New Zealand
sewage is consistent with overseas data for selvage; it coirespoãds to that given by yelz (I97O)
as the "normall' value of this coefficient. ffhe value for rivei waters is higÈer than expecied by
reference to the literature; explanation bf this difference must await ihe results of stu¿iei
currentli under way. ç

_Ïbl? 2'2 andFig' 2.3 are used to determine a value of cr, The conversion of BOD, toBOD' is then achieved by

B:aL

where B is BOD' and L is BOD'.
The procedure is thus:
(a) select k, from Table 2.2;
(b) determine o, from Fig. 2.3;
(c) calculate BOD, from F,q. 2.4.

2.5 RÍver Deo:rygenadon Coefficlent, k,

. 
For a preliminary_"d"tl study" this coefficient can be estimated from the range of values

observed in other New Zealand rivers (see Table 2.3).

Table 2.3 Values of deoxygenation coefficients in several New Lahnd rivers

River

(2.4)

Typical low flow
(^'..'t)

kl 
-

(dav-')
Reference

Tarawera
Manawatu
Mataura
Waipa
Waikato
Waikato

25
20
t4
20

180
180 0.6 - 0.8f Rutherford (1982)

fE-stimated by model calibration and verification using river DO anO BOD'..u:l"g river BoD, only' There is evidence that BoD, ias stored but noi exeired and hence these may be over-estimated.
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The high kr value for the Tarawera River is attributable to the large population of bacteria
resident on the pumice sediments of this shallow river. For the Manawatu River, high k,
values occur in s of sewage fungus occur. The usual value of k, for
the Waikato Ri .8 day-I; the last entry in Table 2.3 refers to a sfudy
made on the W ge of large quantities of milk dumped into the river
in March 7979. It is thought that the coefficient was lower for this study because the river was
not sustaining a sufficient population of bacteria to break the milk down.

Some rivers may be modelled using a single value of k, over their entire length (e.g., the
Waipa River) while others require a different k, for separate river reaches (e.g., the
Manawatu River). The value of k, may also vary substantiãlly with time (e.g., in the
Manawatu River k, is thought to depend on the amount and activity of sewage fungus, both
of which vary with time).

A caveat must be made concerning the k, values tabulated above; they are influenced to
some extent by the assumptions made in the models used in their estimation (notably the ct,
k, and D" values used). Consequently the above estimates should be considered only as
approximate guidelines.

2.6 River Reaeration Coefficient, k,

s ":åt"lüiä1å:Tä'"$.:i'ii3?#Ëåîl;a pth, H(m). The equations listed here for k, all
refer to 20'C, and values at other temperatures in the range 10-30'C may be calculated using

kz :r.024T'20þw2o (2.s)

Because equations for k, are derived empirically, over limited ranges of flow conditions,
care should be taken to ensure that the stream conditions match those used to derive the
coefficient. The following equations may be used to calculate k 20 

lday-l;, in conjunction with
Table 2.4 (from Wilcock 1982b).

k'o : 3'74 \fullJrs

k,'o : 5.01 U'o'e6eÆJ1'ó73

k'o : 4.75IJ/}jI5

k.'o : 5'13 UlHl'33

Table 2.4 k, equation numbers appropriate for different river conditions

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)

River Velocitv
U (m.s-l)

River Depth, H(m)

o.24.5 0.5-1.0 > 1.0

0.1 - 0.5
o.5 - 2.O

(2.6)
(2.e)

(2.6)
(2.8)

(2.6)
(2.7)

Note that Eqs.2.6-2.9 are only valid for IJ in units of metres per secönd and H in units of
metres.

2.7 Worked Examples

-. 
In the following worked examples we follow the procedure of Section 2.3.T\e tables,

figures and equations that are used in the procedure have been grouped together in AppendixD, for convenience.
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2.7.1 Single ìnflow of dairy factory waste
Take from Table 2.1,

C, : 8. Q^ : 4.9 -].r-t,L" : 1. Qi : 0.f m3.s-1,
L¡ : 27 Table 2.2sothat,
from Fig. 2.3, u : 7.76,and from F,q.2.4 th ,5 g.--,. For the
waste take kL : 0.5 day-'from Table 2.2 (the median value for dairy factory waste) so that,
from- Fig. 2.3, a : 1.09 and, from F,q. 2.4, the inflow BOD,, is B, : 1.09 x 270 :23O
i.--t. Eqs. 2.1 - 2.3 then give initial values el Qo : 5 m3.s'1, B.' - O ä.--', C" : 8,5 g.m-3.

Assume that the river deoxygenation coefficient has been calibrated ât k, : 2 day-l. The
river velocity and depth are I-J : O.4 m.s-1 anr H : 1.5 m for which Table i.4 indicates that
Eq. 2.6 should be used to estimate the reaeration coefficient. Therefore
kz : 7.0242 x 334 x t/-0.+tt.s l's - 1.35 day-1.

Using the calculator programs in Appendix B the results summarised in Table 2.5 were
obtained.

Table 2.5 Results for example 2.7.1

River Distance
(km)

River BO-D', B
(g.m'')

River BOD<,L
(g.--t) - River DO, C

(g.--')

0
5

10
15
79
20
2L
25
30
n
50
60
70

6.00
4.49
3.36
2.s2
2.00
1.89
1.78
7.4L
1..06
0.59
0.33
0.19
0.10

5.20
3.87
2.90
2.17
1.72
t.63
1.53
L.22
0.91
0.51
0.29
0.16
0.09

8.50
7.78
6.43
6.08
5.98
5.97
5.98
6.04
6.t9
6.64
7.70
7.57
7.84

In this example the critical point is located 20 km from the initial station (see also Fig.2.4).

2.7.2 Multiple inflows
In this example take the same river as in case 2.7.I bttt also with

(i) a meatworks waste inflow at 10 km where
Qi : 0.15 m3.s-t, Li : 100 g.m-3 and Ci : 0 g.m-3;

(ii) a change in river depth from H : 1.5 m to H : 1.8 m, at 25 km;
(iii) a tributary inflow at 30 km where

Qi : 1m3's'1, Li : L g.m-3, Ci : 8.7g.m-3,Thetemperatureof thetributarywateris
22C.

BOD" for these new inflows. For the meatworks
day-r from Table 2.2 and so, from Fig.2.3, a :
109 g.m-'. For the tributary we take the same k.
Fig. 2.3, ct : 1.16 and, from F;q. 2.4, B, - 7.2

n reaeration coefficient. Table 2.4 still indicates
that Eq. 2.6 should be used, so that the reaeration coefficient downstream from 25 km is

kz : 7.0242 x 3.74 x tÆ4tt 81.5 - 1.03 day-l
Using the calculator programs in Appendix B the results summarised in Table 2.6 (also

graphed on Fig. 2.4) were obtained.
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Table 2.ó Results for example 2.7.2

River Distance
(km)

River BOD', B
(g.m-')

River BOD', L
(g.m'')

River DO, C
(g.--')

0
5

L0
107
15
20
24
25*
26
28
29
30
307
35
40
50
60
70

6.00
4.49
3.36
6.44
4.82
3.61,
2.86
2.70
2.55
2.27
2.L4
2.02
1.89
1.42
1.06
0.59
0.33
0.19

s.30
3.87
2.90
5.55
4.1,6
3.11
2.47
2.33
2.20
1.96
1.85
r.75
L.63
r.22
0.91
0.5L
o.29
0.16

8.50
7.r8
6.43
6.2s
5.22
4.75
4.64
4.64
4.6r
4.57
4.57
4.57
5.24
5.29
5.43
5.89
6.40
6.87

ï Refers to values calculated for full mixing of the inflow with the river water.* Reaeration coefficient changed at 25 km io 1.03 day-1.

Comparison of the results in Tables 2.5 and2.6 (as shown on Fig. 2.4) shows that the effect
of the meatworks inflow at 10 km is to about double the river BOD' and slightly ¡educe the
river DO at the point of inflow. Also the critical point is now located 25l<trr from the initial
station and the DO has been reduced by about 1.3 g.m-3. This critical point occurs just
upstream of the point where the river depth increases to 1.8 m. The effect of this depth
change is to create another critical point 5 km downstream. At the tributary inflow a
substantial addition of DO is obtained by mixing and Do recovery is apparent.

2.8 PrelimÍnary Modelling
As discussed in Section 1.4 it is highly desirable when tackllng a new river DO problem to

begin by making a preliminary examination or "desk study". The basic Streeter-Phèlps model
is an ideal tool for doing this. For such a "desk study" it is usually sufficient to use whatever
data are already available to estimate the environmental inputs to the model (listed in Section
2.2) and to use literature values for the model coefficients k, and k, (see Sections 2.5 and2.6).

There may be a large uncertainty associated with some of the inputs and/or coefficients. It
is desirable to select upper and lower bounds for each, make a number of predictions, and
hence estimate likely upper and lower bounds for river BOD and DO concentrations. Often
"worst case"' conditions (i.e., low river flow, maximum river temperature, and maximum
waste discharge) will be examined to decide whether a DO problem is likely to occur.

Once a preliminary "desk study" has been undertaken, the results should be examined
carefully in the light of management objectives. It may be found that management decisions
can be made on the basis of the desk study. fn some cases, however, it may be deemed
necessary to refine the predictions.

2.9 Model Calibration and VerificatÍon
Once a preliminary analysis of the DO problem has been undertaken and a decision has

been made that further refinement is justified, then the next step is to undertake a ca¡eful
calibration of the model (see Fig. 1.1). Note that at this stage modification of the model is
probably not justified.

2.9.1 FíeId work
For calibration it is necessary to undertake the
(a) Select a period of steady river flow, usually

noticeable.

following field work.
a low flow when DO depletion is most
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(b) Where possible, select a period when inflows are steady in flow and composition. If this
is not feasible (for example, because the inflow shows a marked diurnal variation)
then it is necessary to make measurements at regular intervals over a long period
(for diurnally varying inflows over at least 24 hours) and average the results
obtained.

(c) Measure river temperature over the reach being modelled. It is desirable to make
measurements at several locations and times and to average the results.

(d) Measure the average DO and BOD, at the upstream end of the reach.
(e) Measure the average flow, DO and BOD' of the inflows.
(f) Measure the average river flow, mean depth and mean velocity.
(g) Measure the average DO and BOD, concentrations at a number of sites, at least four,

downstream from the major inflows. These sites should be selected on the basis of
preliminary model calculations so as to describe the DO sag and recovery as
completely as practicable. Surface samples should be taken from as close to the
thalweg as possible, using bridges, boats or even wading (on small rivers). Do not
sample within 2O x river width of a major inflow.

2.9.2 Model calibrøtion
Model calibration now involves deriving the combination of coefficients (k, and k, for the

basic Streeter-Phelps model) which gives the best fit between observed and predicted BOD
and DO. There are no hard and fast rules about model calibration but the authors have found
that the following procedure works fairly well.

(a) Using measured values of U and FI, estimate the reaeration coefficient, k2, from Table
2.4 as described in Section 2.6.

(b) Predict river DO concentrations using a range of k, values together with the k, value
estimated in step (a). Select the value of kt which gives the best overall fit between
observed and predicted DO concentrations. Goodness of fit can usually be gauged
adequately by inspection of a graph of observed and predicted DO.

(c) Predict river BOD' concentrations using the k, value estimated in step (b), and
compare these with observed river BOD' concentrations. If the observed and
predicted BOD' concentrations match fairly closely then calibration has been
achieved.

It should be noted that a failure to succeed in step (c) may be because river BODt
concentrations do not always accurately reflect concentrations of oxidisable organic matter,
especially where waste concentrations are low and large algal populations exist (say, greater
than 104 cells.cm-3). Consequently it may not always be possible to achieve a good fit between
observed and predicted river BOD' concentrations. The user must exercise his judgment in
attempting to match observed and predicted BOD. River BOD5 concentrations can normally
be measured most accurately where concentrations are high (i.e., close to the outfall) but
very close to an inflow (say, less than 20 x river width) mixing may be incomplete and a
single sample may give a poor estimate of average concentrations.

2.9.3 Sensitiuíty analysis

Having undertaken calibration as described above it is informative to make predictions of
BOD and DO for a range of values of k, and kr. In this manner it is possible to gauge the
sensitivity of predictions to uncertainties in the values of these model coefficients so that their
likely range of values can be assessed.

2.9.4 Model uerification
In order to test whether or not the calibrated model can adequately predict DO depletion,

the model must be verified. This necessitates conducting the same field work as for
calibration (see Section 2.9.I) under a different set of river flow and/or inflow conditions.
Model coefficients are then "frozen" at their calibrated values and predictions made of river
BOD and DO. These are then compared with observed river BOD and DO concentrations
and if the fit is considered acceptable the model is said to be verified. If the fit is unacceptable
then it is advantageous to undertake a sensitivity analysis (as described in Section2.9.3)
which may indicate that a satisfactory match can be obtained using model coefficients
somewhere within their likely range derived during calibration.

Failing this it may be necessary to take account of other factors influencing river DO as
described in Chapter 3.
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2,lO Nomographs for Calculation of Location and Magnitude of CritÍcal Oxygen Sag
In some cases it may be sufficient to calculate the location and magnitude of the critical DO

sag caused by a particular waste inflow located at the initial point. This may be particularly so
when an emergency waste discharge occurs or is contemplated. Simple nomographs may be
used to perform these calculations (McBride L982b), so long as two criteria are met:
O data required by the model (e.g., velocity, temperature, etc.) are constant;
O inflows downstream from the initial point can be neglected.

2.lO.l Procedure

The following procedure is used.
(a) Specify the river temperature, T.
(b) Calculate the saturation dissolved oxygen, C' from Table 2.I.
(c) Specify the upstream river rate of flow, BOD, and DO; Qu, L", Cu.
(d) Specify the inflow rate of flow, BOD, and DO; Qi, Li, Ct.
(e) Specify the labo¡atory BOD decay coefficient, ka, and so convert the upstream river

POD5, L", to upstream river BOD,., B", and the inflow BOD5, L,, to inflowBOD,,,
E}1, using the method in Section 2.4.

(f) Calculate the initial river BOD,, and DO using

f : kz/kt
(j) Calculate the initial "deficit-load ratio", Ro, from

C"-Co
^_-.o 

: _-B_-

(2.10)

(2.1r)

(g) Estimate the river deoxygenation coefficient, k, (see Section 2.5).
(h) Specify the river velocity and depth, U and FI, and so estimate the river reaeration

coefficient, k, (see Section 2.6).
(i) Calculate the dimensionless "self-purification constant", f, from

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.74)

Q.L5)

(k) Using f and Ro read the nomographs on Figs. 2.5 and2.6 to obtain values of R* and r*
(l) Calculate the c¡itical DO from

C*:q_R*Bo
(m) Calculate the location of the critical point from

x* : 86.4 U'*
k.

where U is l.s-l and k, is in day-1.

2.10.2 Worked example

Consider the single inflow case studied in Section 2.7.L, so that
C.:8.73"C,Bo:6g.--',C":8.5g.m-3,kt:2duy-t, IJ:O.4m.s-1 andkz:1.35duy-t.

From the above procedure, t : I.35/2 : 0.675 and Ro : S'Zg 
t 

8J

- 0.04. From Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, R* - 0.46 and r* : r.2o. using Eqs. 2.L4 and 2.75
C* : 8.73 - 0.46 x 6 : 5.97 E.m-3
x* : 86.4 x 0.4 x 7.20/2 :20.7 km

These answers agree with the calculations made in Table 2.5.

2.ll Nomographs for Calculation of AssÍmilative CapacÍty
The Streeter-Phelps river DO model may be used to calculate the maximum allowable

waste discharge in order to keep the downstream DO above a specified minimum level. For
rivers with multiple waste inflows these maximum allowable ãischarges may be found by
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running the model with numbers of combinations of waste loads from each inflow. For a river
with a single waste inflow, located at the initial point, a simple nomograph approach is
available (McBride 1982b), so long as two criteria are met:
O data required by the model (e.g., velocity, temperature, etc.) are constant;
O inflows downstream from the initial point can be neglected.

2.ll.l hocedure
The following procedure is used.
(a) Specify the rive¡ temperature, T.
(b) Calculate the saturated dissolved oxygen, C' from Table 2.1..
(c) Specify the minimum allowable river DO, C*.
(d) Specify the upstream river DO, Ca.
(e) Set the initial river DO to the upstream river DO*, i.e.,

Co : C"'
(f) Specify the laboratory BOD decay coefficient, k¡, and so calculate the BOD,,: BOD'

ratio, cr, for river water (see Section 2.4).
(g) Estimate the river deoxygenation coefficient, kt (see Section 2.5).
(h) Specify river velocity and depth, U and FI, and so estimate the river reaeration

coefficient, k, (see Section 2.6).
(i) Calculate the dimensionless "self-purification constant",

f, from
f : kzlkr

(j) Calculate the dimensionless

, c.-Co
-o c.-c*

initial DO deficit, do, from

(k) Using f and do read the value of bo from Fig. 2.7.
(l) Calculate the allowable initial river BOD' from

B":b"(c.-c*)
(m) Calculate the allowable initial river BOD, from

Lo : Bo/c

(2.16)

(2.r7)

(2.18)

(2.1e)

2.11.2 Worked example

Consider again the-single inflow case studied in Section2.7.7. Since T : 22C,Table2.1'
gives C. : 832 g.m-3. Tie minimum allowable river DO is specified as 6 g.m-3. The given
data arä C" : 8.6 g.D-3, ct : 1.16, k,^: 2 day-l and kz : 1'35 day-l.
From step (e) we take Co : 8.6 g.m-'.

, 
From the above procedure, then f : 0.675 and do : # -#: 

0.05

From Fig. 2.7,bo - 2.2.Using Eqs. 2.18 and 2.79,8o : 2.2 x (S.73 - ó) :6.0 g.m-3 and
Lo : 6.O17.76 - 5.2 g.m-'.

Note that the predicted initial Bo coincides with that specified for the case in Section 2.7.1,.
This is u. 

"*p""t"d 
since the minimum DO calculated fór that case (5.97 g.m-3 at 20 km) is

very close to the specified minimum for this example (C* : 6 g.m-'). It should also be noted
that this procedure, in step (e), assumes that Co : C". This assumption is necessarybecause
Co cannot be specified in advance. Flowever, for all but very large anoxic discharges (e.9.,
Tasman's pulp and paper mill waste to the Tarawera River) this is a reasonable assumption.
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1982b and reproduced by permission
Pollution Control Federation)
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3 REFINEMENTS TO THE STREETER.PITELPS MODEL

3.1 fntroductÍon
In some circumstances DO dynamics in a river cannot adequately be simulated using the

basic Streeter-Phelps model described in Chapter 2. This will normally become apparent ar
the stage of calibrating the model. If it is not found possible to calibrate the model, careful
consideration should be given to whether by making certain simplifications, sufficiently good
calibration could be achieved to meet management objectives. For example, if a diurnal
variation in river DO occurs as a result of aquatic plant metabolism, it may be sufficient to
average river DO measurements over 24 hours and hence calibrate the model so that it
predicts mean daily DO concentrations. If , after careful consideration, it is decided that such
simplifications will not allow management objectives to be met, then further refinements to
the model are justified. Such refinements make the model equations more complex and
additional modelling, field and laboratory work is required.

Two refinements to the Streeter-Phelps model are described here. The first considers the
effects of benthic oxygen demand and the second considers the effects of aquatic plants.

3.2 Benthic Orygen Demand
Below an outfall which discharges waste organic matter into a river it is not uncommon to

find muds and/or slime communities which exert an oxygen demand on the overlying water.
Benthic communities remove material from the water, store it, subsequently break it down

and exert an oxygen demand. Although the size and activity of the benthic community is
related to antecedent waste discharges on time scales of the order of days there may be no
relationship between the instantaneous benthic oxygen demand rate and thé BOD
concentration of the overlying water. Consequently benthic demand often cannot be
accounted for by the basic Streeter-Phelps model and the model must be modified. As a first
approximation the benthic oxyþen demand rate (expressed in g.m-3.day-1¡ may be assumed
constant over the length of a river to be modelled.

A constant benthic oxygen demand rate may occur in a river reach whose depth, velocity
and biological population do not change greatly with distance. The Strèeter-Phelpi
equations, modified by the inclusion of a constant benthic oxygen demand rate, can still be
solved analytically (as in Appendix A) and hence are comparatively straightforward to use.
Where benthic oxygen demand rate clearly does change with distance, it may'still'be possible
to model the river by dividing it into several segments in each of which benthic oxygen
demand rate is constant and then applying the model to each segment in turn starting at ttte
most upstream point (see for example Section 3.4).

Benthic, oxygen demand rate is most commonly measured on an areal basis (i.e.,
g.m-',day-'). For inclusion in the model, however, it is necessary todivide by the mean depth
thereby expressing the demand on a volumetric basis (i.e., g.m-'.day-t). In the following
sections symbol D" refers to benthic oxygen demand rate expressed as g.m-3.day-l.

3.2.1 hediction with benthic oxygen demand
The procedures outlined in Section 2.3 are followed as for the basic Streeter-Phelps moclel

except that the following step is inserted between steps (f) and (g):
"(f') Specify benthic oxygen demand rate, D"."
Appendices B and C explain how D" is entered into the calculator and mini-computeï

programs.

3.2.2 Model calibration with benthic oxygen demand
One approach commonly used is to estimate the benthic oxygen demand rate, Ds, during

model calibration using observed river BOD and DO concentrations. The steps takén are ai
follows:

(a) Using measured values of U and Ff, estimate the reaeration coefficiêtt, k2, from the
method given in Section 2.6.

(b) Predict river ROD, using a range of values of the river deoxygenation coefficient, k,,
and select the value which gives the best fit between observed and predicted river
BOD5 concentrations. (Note: refer to the caveat in Section 2.9.2 about matching
BOD concentrations).
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(c) predict river DO concentrations using a range of D" values together with the kt and k,
values estimated in (a) and (b) uboue. Sèlect thè DB value which gives the best fit
between observed and predicted river DO concentrations.

(d) It is desirable to underta[e a sensitivity analysis as described in Section 2-9.3 to

investigate how predictions change with changes in the values of model coefficients.

3.2.3 Direct measurements of benthic oxygen demand

Direct assessment of benthic oxygen demand rate can be made in the field, using chambers

which isolate a parcel of water above a particular part of the river bed and enable the rate of
uptake of oxygên to be observed. Alternatively cores of river sediment can be taken back to

the laboratoty *n"." the oxygen uptake rate can be measured under controlled conditions of
temperature, light and turbulencé. Both in situ and laboratory studies of benthic oxygen

demand requirã specialist equipment and expertise. Before embarking on such work it is

desirable to seek the advicá of someone with experience in the techniques, e.g., Water

Quality Centre, MWD, Hamilton.

3.3 Aquatic Plant Metabolism

In many rivers a diurnal variation in DO is observed, notably during summer. This

variation is attributable to the metabolism of aquatic plants which liberate oxygen during

daylight hours as a by-product of photosynthesis and. consume
reipiiation. The rates of both photosynthesis and respiration per
stróngly dependent on temperature. In addition, the rate of photosy
is strõigly ãependent on tight intensity and hence in rivers has a maximum near midday. By
.o-put-ßo.t rispiration l,'utie. only slightly with changes in light intensity and can be

appàximated ai constant. Maximum DO concentrations are usually observed in the late

uit".rrootr and minimum concentrations in the early morning. During periods of rapid growth

plants may liberate more oxygen than they consume when averaged over a 24 hour period

änd thus they may make a nêi contribution to the oxygen resources of a river. Conversely,

during perioás of decline plants may consume more oxygen than they produce and thus cause

a net ieduction in river DO. Much of the time, however, plants produce and consume roughly
the same amognt of oxygen over a 24hour period and hence cause no net change in river DO.

Three plant commrr.tities may influence river DO concentrations: phytoplankton (the free

floating microscopic plants), macrophytes (the attached water weeds), and periphyton (the

slimes and other attached microscopic plants).
As a first approximation the effecìs ol aquatic plants may be incorporated into the basic

Streeter-Phelps model by defining three coefficients, in addition to those required for the

basic model.

(a) Net respiration rate. R. This is the net ¡ unit volume
averaged over 24 hours. lants make a

net contribútiott tJ river oxygen con in much the

same way as the benthic oxygen demand rate, Ds, discussed in Section 3.2.

(b) Amplitude óf diurnal variation. Ã. This is half the difference between maximum and

minimum D-O 
-""ntration 

(g.m-3) at any particular site in the river. (Note: it is
assumed that in any reach A is constant).

(c) Time of the maximum p.1Q' tp. This is measured in hours'

3.3.1 Prediction with aquatic plant metabolism

The procedures outlined in Section 2.3 are followed as for the basic Streeter-Phelps model
with two exceptions:

O the following step is inserted between steps, (f) and (g):
"(f') Estimate net respiration rate, R (g'm-'.day-')"'

O After step (i) there is added another step:
"(j) Estimaiá ttr" amplitude of diurnal DO variation, A, and time of peak DO
concentration, to.Then the river DO at any time is

r2n (t-t )r
c(x,r) = õ(*) * Acos L-T-\ (3.1)

where C(x,t) : DO concentration at distance x and time t, in hours, õ1t¡ : ¿ui1t

mean DO concentration at distance x (calculated at step (i))'"
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3.3.2 Model Calibration with aquatic plant meta"bolisnt
The steps in calibrating a model which includes the effects of aquatic plant metabolism are

as follows.
(a) Using measured values of U and H estimate the reaeration coefficient, kr, from the

method given in Section 2.6.
(b) Predict river BOD, using a range of values of the river deoxygenation rate cocfficient,

\tl3ld select the value which gives the best fit between obiérved and predicred river
BOD5 concentrations (but see caveat in Section 2.9.2).

(c) Determine the daily mean DO concentration profile (the mean sag curve). If data are
collected at regular time intervals at each site the daily mean ÚO can'be found by
taking the mean of samples. Alternatively, for irregular data, DO concentration, oi
each site may be plotted against time and the mean value estimated by eye. Plots of
DO versus time at each site are also used to estimate the amplitude of diurnaì
variation and time of peak DO (see step (e) below).

(d) Predict daily mean DO concentration using a range of values of the net respiration rate,
R, together with the k, and k, values selected above. Choose the R value which
gives the best fit between observed and predicted DO concentrations.

(e) For each site, plot DO concentration againstìime. Estimate the amplitude of diurnal
variation, A (in g.m-'), and the time of the peak DO,t^ (in hours).

(f) It is desirable to undertake a sensitivity analysis toãetermine ihô effects of variations of
model coefficients, as described in Section 2.9.3.

3.4 Worked example using mini-computer program HAND
3.4.1 Introduction

ives waste inflows from several dairy factories,
er flows experiences some depletion of
er was made by MWD between 1973 and

n_this stully were intensive surveys lasting at

measured. rhese data have been used to calibratlaon?;3? 
"'?,ää?:î1?"åfo,jl:I#å'"Ì(Rutherford 1977; Strachan 1979) and, are used here to óalibrate and verify a modifiecl

Streeter-Phelps model. Thìs was done using the mini-computer program described in
Appendix C.

3.4.2 Riuer Suruey Results

umber of phytoplankton present in the lower
)O concentrations shown in Fig. 3.2 are the

arithmetic average of seven samples at each site.
As discussed above, the aim of model calibration is to fit the observed mean DO sag by

judicious selection of: river deoxygenation coefficient, k1; benthic oxygen demand rate,b";
and net respiration rate, R. The diurnal va:iation is fiìted by ampiilude, A, and time õf
peak, to.

When samples of Waikato River water containing phytoptankton are incubated for five
days in the dark during the BOD, test, the algae exert an o"ygen demand which would not be
exerted in the river. Thus the Waikato River BOD' concentrations do not accurately reflect
the concentration of oxidisable organic waste mattei. Phytoplankton concentrations increase
along the tary inflows. The ,,corrected" BOD';',ïn'f :îif:;i.i:i:ïï,i"""?i;*îiîïåJÏå
the river i , may be taken as an estimate of ,,false,' BOD
exerted by algae.

Figure 3.2 also shows maximum, minimum and mid-range river DO and BOD' measured
over a 24-hour period 16-17 April 1975, and Table 3.1 summarises the flow and cómposition
of the major inflows. This shall be called survey #2 and, used to verify the model. Onìy three
samples were taken at each site during this survey: two in the afternoon (near peak Dô) and
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h/hangape

H untty
BRIDGE SITES

1 Tuakau
2 Mercer

3 Rangiriri
4 Hunlty
5 Ngaruawahia

6 Horotiu
7 Fairfietd
I Cobham

9 Na rrows

10 Fergusson

Ngaruawahia

¡IG.3.1 Waikato River bridge sites

þupiri Dairy Factory

Horotiu abattoir

Ff 
.0. Dairy Factory

HAMILTON

Ca mbridge

5 0 5 10km
l. ¡.¡ I I I
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t0
t4/Ail(ATo |NTENS|VE SURVÐí #1

1¡ 72

KM FROM CAì4BRIDGT

vì,AllCATO INTENSIVE SURVFÍ #2

+0 72

KM FROM CAIIBRIDGE

FIG. 3.2 Observed river BOD' and DO concentrations

NOTES: 1 For intensive survey # 2, BOD' is plotted after adding 5 g.m''.
2 For method of calculating corrected BOD' (CTD BOD'), see text.
3 MID denotes mid-range, see text.
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-
(

Table 3.1 Summary of upstream and inflow data

I Intensive Survey # 1 Intensive Suwey # 2

OLCJ¡F
km (-t.s) (g.--t) (e.--') (t.day-t)

OLCJ*
(-'.r-t) (g.--') (e.--') (t.day'l)

(,
l\)

V/aikato at Cambridge 0
Cambridge Sewage 0
Tributaries 24
Hamilton sewage 28
Dairy factory 36
Abattoir n
Tributary (Waipa) M
Tributary 54
Huntly Sewage 62
Tributaries 82
Tributaries 7U2,

1s0

2

25
3

3
5

9.5

5

;
8
5

5
5

190

5

;
30
10

10
5

0.5 7.7

3s
--
t 6.6
55

35
35

0.4

6.5
1

'j
0.6

0.5

2

4.5

t
4

2
2

Lt
6.5

I
0.6

l

(

* I : massflow of BOD, from inflow, C : DO,L : BOD, and e : flow rate.
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FIG. 3.3 Calibration: DO simulations to select k, and D" values between Hamilton (km 28) and Ngaruawahía
(kn a6), Note: Dr is denoted B in legends
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one early in the morning (near minimum DO). Arithmetic averages of DO and BODt
samples would be biased estimates of mean values and so mid-range values were used to
provide better estimates. Too few data were available to "corre^ct" BOD' as had been done
for survey #L; instead a constant "false" BOD5 of 0.75 g.m-'was assumed.

3.4.3 Model calibration
Standard values of k, of 0.40 day-1 (river water) and 0.48 day-1 (waste inflows) were

adopted (see Section 2.4). Values for k, were estimated from the empirical formulae as

described in Section 2.6. Thus the five model coefficients which remained to be determined
during model calibration were: river deoxygenation coefficient, kr; benthic oxygen demand
rate, D3i net respiration rate, R; amplitude of diurnal DO variation, A; and time of DO
maximum, to. It was assumed that D" would be non-zero only in the reach between Hamilton
City (km 28) and Ngaruawahia (km 46) where the major waste inflows occur. The numbers of
phytoplankton per unit volume were known to increase with distance downstream and
consequently it was expected that both R and A would increase with distance downstream.

A three step strategy was adopted for model calibration. Step one was to select values of kt
and D" to give a good fit to BOD, and DO in the reach Hamilton (km 28) to Ngaruawahia
(km a6), Step two was to select R to give a good fit to daily average DO in the reach
Ngaruawahia (km 46) to Tuakau (km 110). Step three was to estimate the amplitude of
diurnal DO variation and time of maximum DO.
Step One

A series of simulations was made with values of river deoxygenation coefficient k1 : \,2
and 3 dayl and benthic oxygen demand rate D" : 0, 1, 2 and 3 g.m-3.day-t. Note D" was
assumed non-zero only between Hamilton (km 28) and Ngaruawahia (km 46). Results of
these simulations are shown in Fig. 3.3. Note that at km 46 the sampling site lies upstream
from the tributary inflow. It can be seen that several combinations of k, and D" gave a
reasonable fit between observed and predicted river DO in the reach Hamilton (km 28) to
Ngaruawahia (km 46). Figure 3.4 indicates, however, that the best match between observed
and predicted river BOD'was obtained with k, between 1.0 and 2.0 day-r. Thus a reasonable

?r¡t
(t
n

Ê,

VARþUS Kf

- 
t(= 3

,.'. K= 2

--- K = I

. 0BSERVED

Ky FK)n e¡r¡BFooE

FIG. 3.4 Calibration: BOD, simulations to select k, values.

fit between both observed and predicted river BOD, and DO was obtained with kr : 1,0
day-l, D"_between 2 and 3 g.rrr3.day-l and also with-kt : 2.O day-1, D" betweenl and2
g.m''.day-t. There could be some merit in making D" higher between km 40-46 than between
km 28-40 but this is not dorre here. Two sets of coefficients were used in subsequent
predictionsi kr : 1.0, DB : 3.0; and k, :2.O, Ds : 2.O.

Step Two
Using \r : 1.0 and 2.0 day-1 throughout the river together with D" : 3.0 and 2.O

g.m-'.day-' respectively in the I h Hamilton (km 28) to Ngaruawahia (km 46), then further
simulations were made using respiration rates R - -7, -2 and -3 g.m-3.day-l in the
reach Ngaruawahia (km a6) to Tuakau (km 110). Results are shown in Fig. 3.5. Note that
negative R implies that photosynthesis exceeds respiration and that aquatic plants make a net
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contribution to the oxygen resources of the river. On the basis of the fit between observed
and ,predicted river DO concentrations the following values were selected: R : - 1
g.{r'''da-¡-'. between Ngaruawahia (km 46) and whangape (km g2) and R -
-2 g.m''.day'' between Whangape and Tuakau (km 110).

rrl!
Ë
Ë!
2
<l

g7
û

v^Ftot¡s R

--' R: -3
.'.. R: .. 2

--- R: -1
. 0BSERVED

I(T FiOT CAIæE

FIG' 3.5 Calibration: DO simulations to select R values between Ngaruawahia (km a6) and Tuakau (km 110)

Step Three
The final stage of calibration was to gr

distance and to calculate that a simple
x : km below Cambridge and A : ai.nplituc
about 65Vo of the variation (with seven points
minimum DO occurred close to 0500 hours at all seven sites. Thus t- : 1700. Table 3.2
summarises the calibrated model coefficients. Figure 3.6 shows observJd and predicted DO
at the completion of model calibration.

SUN/EY #T OAUBRAÎON

r oMll'!

¡ OM|D

r OMAX

-* PM|N (2 /2 )

-'-.- PM|N (1/ 3l

---- PMEA 12tzl

PMEA (1/3)

--- P\{AX 12t2l

- 
PMAX (I/3I

KM FROM CAMBRIDGE

FïG. 3.6 Calibration: observed and predicted DO
Notes (i) OMIN, OMID, OMAX:observed minimum, mid-range and maximum DO.

(ii) PMIN, PMEA, PMAX:predicted minimum, mean and maximum DO.
(iiÐ (1 / 3) denotes kr:1 and D¡:3.

3.4.4 Model Verification
The coefficients derived during model calibration (and summarised in Table 3.2) were then

used together with the input data shown in Table 3.1 to simulate river BOD, and DO ar the
time of intensive strvey #2.
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Table 3.2 Surnmary of model input data coefficients

Variable
Cambridge- Hanilton-
Hamilton Horotiu
È28 km 2&4O km

Horotiu- Ngaruawahia- Taupiri
Ngaruawatria Taupiri Whangape
¿10-46 km ,16-5-4 km 5,1-82-km

lVhangape- Mercer-
Mercer Tuakau
82-LW l<m 102-110 krn

(,
o\

Survey #1 U
H
T

Survey #2 U
H
T

m.s-l
m

"c
m.s't
m'c

0.75
2.5

zt
1.0
2.5

18

o.75
2.5

2t
1.0
2.5

18

0.65
2.O

27
0.70
2.25

r8.1

0.6s
2.O

27
0.70
2.25

18.1

0.s0
1.50

22
0.70
2.2s

18.1

0.50
1.50

22
0.50
1.75

18.2

0.40
7.25

23
0.s0
L.75

18.2

Lot2
0

7or2 !or2 7or2
8 3or2 3ot2
000
1or2 lot2 7or2
000
000

k1
DB
R
k1
DB
R

High flowb -17or2
0
-1

tor2
0
-1lor2
0
-1

I-ow flow"

(a) Q > 200 ml.s-l durins precedins 14 davs
(b) Q < 200 m3.s-r durin[ þrecedin! t+ aays
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Figure 3.7 shows observed and predicted river BOD'. The observed BOD, at Huntly (km
62) is considerably higher than predicted, for reasons unknown. Generally, however,
observed and predicted river BODs match reasonably well given the fairly large uncertainty
inherent in the former. The value kr : 1 day-' appears to give a slightly better fit than kt : 2
duy't.

suRvef #2 vERlRcATloN

'. j t. -..
t

"---¡.-
--_¡__

02+{t
KU FROM C,AI¡BRIDGE

FIG. 3.7 Verification: observed and predicted BOD5

Figure 3.8 shows observed maximum, mid-range and minimum together with predicted
mean DO, It is clear that the predicted mean DO is approximately 0.5 g.m-'lower than the
observations below Hamilton (28 km). The main difference between river conditions
prevailing during surveys #l and #2 is f\ow rate: 150 m3.s-1 and L90 m3.s-1 at Karapiro

t.6

?12
=(,
r¡ll
Ê¡

8t

l

¡ OBSERVET,

---PRED Kt= 2

- 
PRED K1 : 'l

r oMlN

^ 0MlD

¡ OMAX

--- PMEA (2/21

_ p¡¡Ea (l/3)

rqtaa
=à
-10Ê¡

*o
FsJo
U'tã

SURVEY #Z VrRlnC¡rtOH

a ¡l ¡

a

t

t1

o2+1172 120

KM FROM CAI'BRDGE

FIG. 3.8 Verification: observed and predicted DO with Ds : 2-3 g.m-3.day'l between Hamilton (km 28)
and Ngaruawahia (km 46)

respectively. The higher flow during and preceding survey #2 mig}:rt be expected to have had
some influence on benthic oxygen demand. Figure 3.9 shows observed and predicted river
DO making the assumption that DB : 0 in the reach Hamilton (km 28) to Ngaruawahia (km
46) rather than the calibration valies of 3.0 and 2.0 g.m-3.day-l. The fit beiween observed
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mid-range and predicted mean DO concentrations is improved. Also shown on Fig. 3.9 are
the maximum and minimum river DO concentrations predicted from the mean together with
the amplitude of diurnal variation estimated earlier as a function of distance. These
predictions match observations quite well.

12

suRVFt #2 VER|RCJ{T|oN

t

1f
rftta
=ct
z, l0
l¡J(¡
ko
ô
!gEaov,
U'ã

i oMlN

^ OM|D

r OMAX

--FM|N 
(2i 0)

-.-- PMtN (r /0 )

----- PMEA ( 2/0)

.... PMEA (1/01

---PMAX (2/01

-PMAX 
(1/01

r20

KM FROM C.AI¡BRDGE

FIG. 3.9 Verification: observed and predicted DO with Ds : 0

The conclusions to be reached from these simulations are
(1) kr can be taken in the range 1.0 - 2.0 day-l.
(2) Ds needs to be non-zero only in the reach Hamilton to Ngaruawahia and then only

during prolonged periods of_low flow. It can be taken to have a value in the range
between 1 and 3 g.m-'.day-'. After high flows D" can be taken as zero.

(3) R needs to be negative between Ngaruawahia and Tuakau (implying a net contribution
by phytoplankton to river DO) and can be taken to lie in the range -1.0 to -2.0
g.m{.day-I.

(4) A cãn be taken to increase downstream from about 0.5 g.m-3 to 1.5 g.m-3; to is close to
1700 hours.

These coefficients can be expected to give reasonable predictions of river DO and BOD5
under low flow conditions similar to those prevailing during these two surveys. One major
difficulty when making predictions is to estimate the value of D, and the best that can be
done on the basis of the currently available information is to assume DB : 1 - 3 g.m-3.day-l
when river flow is low and has been low for some time (say two weeks) and to assume De : 0
when river flow is high (say above 200 m'.s-') or has been high (say during the preceding two
weeks).
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Modified streeter-Phelps Model Equations and solutions

The modified Streeter-Phelps model equations are

dL
- k.L

dtr
dD

¿.:ck'L-k2D+DB
B:o.L

with initial conditions

""="":Ìatt:o

where

t : river time-of-travel from initial point, days

B : river BOD', g.m-3

L : river BODs, g.m-'
o. : ratio of river BOP" to BOD5, dimensionless
D : river DOD, g.m-'
kr : river ent (base 9), duY't
k, : rirr"t (base e), daY.'

D" : bent te, g.m -.OaY -

with DB : 0 the equations describe the basic Streeter-Phelps model.

The analytical solutions to Equations A1-A3 are

B : Boe-kl'

-kzt +Ç+ [e-krt - "-kz.] . fi fr-e-k2tJ : k, I k,

(A1)

(^2)

(A3)

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

(A7)

þ=

f o"lo

1 rD. + kËB l"-kto- [t-"-kt],kl=k2=k.Dgta-

where
C : river DO, g.m-3

C, : saturation river DO, g.m-'

The river time-of-travel from the initial point can be calculated from given data on river
distance (x in km) and on river velocity (U in m.s.-') from

The river DOD is defined bY

D:C.-C

l:
86.4U

40
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Appendix B: Calculator Programs

This appendix gives two programs that both perform the same task: the first is written for
an FIP +fCV calculator and the second is written for a TI 59 calculator.

Each program makes the same use of registers. Th
2) may be solved using these programs by storing a ze

Phelps model (Chapter 3) may be solved by entering
respiration rate in register 08. The registers are

REGISTER

k1co03uo4
cr 08 D"orR

02
07

C, 01
k2 06

00
05

Bo
xo

where
C, : saturation river DO, g.+ 3

Bo : initial river B )Du, g.In-'
Co : initial river D J, glm'
U : river velocity, m.s-'
kl : river deoxygenation coefficient (base e), day-t
k2 : river reaeration coefficient (base e), day-'
xo : initial river distance, km
cr : ratio of river BOD' : BOD.
DB : river benthic oxygeä demaná rate, g.m-3.day-l
R : net respiration rate, g.m''.day-'

Programs are run by selecting an incremental distance (Ax) and then calculating B, L and
C at that distance downstream (upstream).

8.1 Program for HP 41CV

Step Key Stroke Step Key Stroke Step Key Stroke

01 LBLALPHADOMODEL
ALPHA

02 sro + 06
03 RCL 06
04 XEQ ALPHA PSE

ALPHA
05 x=y
06 RCL 03
07+
08 86.4
09+
10 CHS,Í sro 10
12 RCL 04
13x
14 e*
15 STO 11
16 RCL 05
l7 RCL 10
18x
19 e*
20 sro 12
2I RCL 05
22 RCL 04
23 x :y?
24 GTO 01
25 RCL 01

56 RCL 00
57+
58 LBL 02

59 RCL 07
60 RCL 01
61 RCL 11
62x
63 STO 01
&ws
65 x=y
66+
67 R/S
68 RJ
69 RCL 12
70 1

7l
72 RCL 08
73 RCL 05
74 +-

75x
76+
77 STO 02
78 R/S
79 GTO ALPHA DOMODEL

ALPHA

28 RCL 04 55

29
30-
3t sTo 13

32 RCL 02
33 RCL 00
34
35+
36x
37 RCL 13
38 RCL 11
39x
40 CHS
4I+
42 RCL OO

43+
44 GTO 02
45 LBL 01
46 RCL 01
47 RCL 10
48x
49x
50 RCL 02
51 +
52 RCL OO

26x
27 x=y

53
54 RCL 11
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Instructions

Step Action Input Keys Output

1 Key in program

2 Initialise program GTO . 000

3 Store data in registers
00{)8

cr,Bo,q,(J,k1' q sro oo etc.
k2rXorctrDg

4 If any change in U, k, Ax
or k2 enter into
appropriate register.
Select Ax and run
program to obtain
new x and B

Ax R/S New x dis-
played for 1

second; B at
new x dis-
played

5 Run program
obtain new L

to R/S Latnewx
displayed

6 Run program
obtain new C

to R/S Catnewx
displayed

7 If no inflow at new x,
go to step 4 or finish

8 If inflow at x calculate B¡,e¡,Q",eo
ne\¡/ initial B by
adding inflow to river
flow

RCL 01 Q"
Qi ENTER
x+eo
STO 01

x New
BiB
+

initial

9 Calculate new initial L RCL 07 + initialNew
L

10 Calculate new C. by Ç,e¡,eu,eo
adding inflow to river
flow

RCL 02 Q"
Qi ENTERx +o^
STO 02

x New
cic
+

initial

11 Go to step 4
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Example use

. The following se.qygnge computes the entries for 10 and25 km on Table 2.6.Theprogram
has already been initialised.

Key Strokes Display Comment

8.73 STO 00 6 STO 01 8.6 STO 02
0.4 sTo 03 2 sTo 04 7.35 STO 05
0 sro 06 r.76 sTo 07 0 sTo 08

Registers loaded
with model data

10 R/S 10 for 1 sec., then B at 10 km before
3.36 inflow mixing

R/S 2.90 L at 10 km before
inflow mixing

R/S 6.43 C at 10 km before
inflow mixing

RCL 01 5 x 0.15 ENTER 109 x + 6.44
5.15 + STO 01

B at 10 km after
inflow mixing

RCL 07 + 5.55 L at 1O km after
inflow mixing

RCL û2 5 x 0.15 ENTER 0 x + 6.25
5.15 + STO 02

C at 10 km after
inflow'mixing

15 R/S 25 f.or L sec. then B at 25 km
2.70

R/S 2.33 L at 25 km

R/S 4.64 C at 25 km

1.03 STO 05 1.03 Change in k, stored
in 05 register.

I

¡
a
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Tabte 8.2 Program for TI 59

Step Key Stroke Step Key Stroke Step Key Stroke

000 2nd Lb(
001 A
W2 SUM
003 06
004 x?t
OO5 RCL
006 06
007 2nd Pause
008 xàt
009 -010 RcL
011 03
0I2 +
013 8
074 6
015
016 4
017 +l -018 :
019 STO
020 10
021 x
022 RcL
023 04
024 =
025 Il.ñ/
026 (nx
027 STO
o28 11
029 RCL
030 05
031 x
032 RCL
033 10
034 :
035 INV
036 (rx
037 STO
038 72
039 RCL
040 04
047 xàt
042 RCL
043 05
0M 2ndx:t
045 B
046 RCL
047 01
048 x
049 RCL

050 04
051 +
0s2 (
0s3 RcL
054 05
055
056 RCL
057 04
os8 )059 x
060 (
061 RCL
062 1t
063
064 RCL
065 12
066 )
067 +
068 (
069 RCL
o70 00
071.
o72 RcL
o73 U2
074 )075 x
076 RCL
077 12
078 :
079 +/-
080 +
081 RCL
082 00
083 =
084 xàt
085 GTO
086 C
087 2ndLb(
088 B
08e (
090 RcL
091 00
092
093 RCL
094 02
095
096 RCL
097 04
098 x
099 RCL

100 10
101 x
to2 RCL
103 01
104 )
105 x
106 RCL
ro7 11

108 :
109 +l-
110 +
111 RCL
1t2 00
lr3 :
1.14 x?t
115 2nd Lb(
L1.6 C
II7 RCL
118 01
119 x
L2O RCL
127 71,

722 =
t23 STO
t24 01
125 R/S
126 +
I27 RCL
t28 07
t29 :
130 WS
131 x?t
132 +
I33 RCL
t34 08
135 x
736 (
I37 RCL
138 12
t39
L40l
1,4r )
1.42 +
L43 RCL
744 05
1.45 :
146 STO
r47 02
148 WS
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Instructions

Step Action Input Keys Output

1 Key in program

2 Initialise program GTO 000

3 Store data in registers
00-08

CrrBorCo,IJ,kl
k2rXorCt,D¡

C. STO 00 etc.

4 Il any change in u, k, Ax
or k2 enter into
appropriate register.
Select Äx and run
program to compute
new B

AxA New x dis-
played for I
second; B at
new x dis-
played

5 Run Drogram to
obtain nlew-L

WS Latnewx
displayed

6 Run program
obtain new C

to R/S Catnewx
displayed

7 If no inflow at new x,
go to step 4 or finish

8 If inflow at x calculate
new initial B by
adding inflow to river
flow

(RCL 01 x Q" New initial
*Q,xB,)* B
Qo : STO 01

B¡,Q¡,Q",Qo

9 Calculate new initial L + RCL07: New
L

initial

10 Calculate new C by C¡,Q¡,Qu,Qo
adding inflow to river
flow

(RCL 02 x gu
*Q,xC,)--
Qo : sro 02

New
C

initial

11 Go to step 4
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Example use

The following sequence computes the entries for L0 and25 km on Table 2.6.The program
has already been initialised.

Key Strokes Display Comment

8.73 STO 00 6 STO 01 8.5 STO 02 Registers loaded
0.4 STO 03 2 STO 04 1.35 STO 05 with model data
0 sTo 06 1.16 STO 07 0 STO 08

L0 A 10 for å sec. then B at 10 km before
3.36 inflow mixing

2.90 L at 10 km before
inflow mixing

6.43 C at 10 km before
inflow mixing

(RCL 01 x 5 + 0.15 x 109) -i 5.15 6.44: STO 01
B at 10 km after
inflow mixing

+ RCL07: 5.55 L at 10 km after
inflow mixing

(RCLO2x5 +0.15 x 0) -5.15: 6.25
STO 02

C at L0 km after
inflow mixing

15 A 25 for i sec. then B at 25 km
2.70

2.33 L at 25 km

4.64 Cat25km

1.03 STO 05 1.03 Change in k, stored
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Appendix C: Mini-Computer Program

Description, flow chart listing and worked example are given of a mini-computer program
that can be used to solve the Streeter-Phelps equations (modified to include a benthic oxygen

demand term) in a river which can be approximated as a number of uniform reaches.

Program documentation:

Program name: HAND
Programmer: J. C. Rutherford

Water Quality Centre
Ministry of Works and DeveloPment
Private Bag
Hamilton

Date: September 1982
Language: BASIC-11/RT-11 V2
Computer: PDP lll34

Ministry of Works and Development
Hamilton

Compatible computers: Those running RT-l1 or TSX-Plus operating systems.
Format for input data: Either

(i) free format entered interactively, or
(ii) from disc files created separately.

(Jser Notes; (i) The program prints messages on the terminal to tell the operator
the sequence of steps required to run the program.

Input/output example: Appended
hogram flow chart: Appended
hogram listing: Appended
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(

xxx* x*x*****t(***x* x*x
FR0ER,A¡'f HAi,,lI¡

* * I *t( * * * *fi ** * ** ft ,ï * ** r*

IS THERE 0ESERVEn IrATA FILËIr F0Fr DOHF,ÉltiIS0t{

ENTER FILE NA},IE FOR FILEfI ÐATA {:NO F ILE:T. ! -1,

FILE HEAIER - 'SOME TRIAL TIATA FOR HANTI'
CORRECT FILE <YES}?

IIO YOU I,JANT AN TNF'UT DATA LISTING {NO:}? YES

.'IYES:! î á.ëa¿ ,,.ra.,\s ,yFf 
"

f'\-ece dq;la hsy
prtntisr^tfu t^ A'1,(or,. a na"¡¿rgE)

¿J^z / )¡

'f,Þ*e rptAL

Srþrad.| òkl: TR1AL, ÐATt

.1¿a¿t¿r

ñR H4Nbt\,goDgt¿o

c+tfer ,4v¿< ba-û-<rî
ú/aullt a)< 

^tred

L INE
1

2
3
4

30
40
ó0

?0

B0t¡5
zq

2¡3

I

tt0
s
7.

J

óô
ENTER U/S EOUNDARY (I(II) 3 ? O

****I**,t ¡ß*t|t( Ír(Irr(** r(*
SIIIULATION 1

*)ßr *t*t*tt( t*¡t tt tt*)r*t

*ttrt(ttr* *)t** ** t t** ** t*
REACH 1

)Ít(t *l********t t**)ß*tt

NEI.' VALUE {RETAIN> ! ? 1O

eateæd q Vu L(&,r

ENTER N/S BOUIIDARY (KI,I)
REACH LENGTH (titt) = ?S

ENTER VELOCITY (M/S) !
ENTER I.IEAN ÛEFTH (}I) !
ENTEF TEMPERATUFE (C) i
SATURATIoN Ir0 (E/t1^zt =

î? ?s

?t I
? 2.3 I
? l5 I

lo,7ê74

ENTER U,/S FLOt.'
ENTER U./S BODS
ENTER U/S DO

INFLOT' - ENTER T

CONVERT EDTIS TO
I NFLOI.J NL ( ,/ItAY )
INCUBATION ttAYS
RIVER KL (/flAY)
INCUBATION IAYS

( H-3,/s )
( G,1t't^3 )
1B/ t4^3'

(TRI8)

BOTIU

i ?250
I ?1
i ? 10

P (POINT)

^tv^ø-LQ

I
iNE ITHER:.3 ?

.48

.4
5

NEI,' VALUE {FETAIN}
NEI.' VALUE {RETAIN}
NEI,' VALUE -:RETAIN}
NEI¡, VALUE {RETAIN}

lAt t^&1
óut Atx

Øa
YAt

TIXI iTRIAL.TIÊT
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ESTII'fATEIr tt3 </ÍJà\') i .9ó0693
ENTER }i1 (/[IAY) : ? 2
ENTER REF TEI.IF. (C)'{FIVER TEI,IF]" I'i'

Í^!. va.Lq 0.960é9] ^at eJtr,vorQd 5rc"^ ê{rya
ar\d u</ac;$ L\J).y a4 e^tp)-dca./ e/aa4on a^/
.//^a q&r^ Ca.^ -gver'¿,J,r;k ,/Ar ?,r Å'aqþ4 wo.&-t¿

NEt, VÊrIUE {RETfIIN:: i'i.95

ENTER IrB (G,/l'l^3-trAY) .lBll'4^?-IrAY:: : ? 0

* )t x * *:f l(* * * x jfr x * x x * x * x x x * * x * * x)t fr * x x* * * * * * * * *

ITE0XYGENATI0N C0EFFICIENT li1 = 2 /lt{\
REAERATI0N C0EFFICIENT ti2 = .?5 /LtA\
BENTHIC UFTAT(E RATE IrE = 0 tìlM-3-nAY

* * * * I )ß *,ß * * * * * *,Í f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * )ß l( :l f * x

ENTER !ISTANCE STEF' (]\I.1 ).:TIHE STEF':1

IO YOU I¡JANT ANOTHER FEACH.':YES}.?

* t( * * tü ** *t * )ß * x t(* **)i *tr
REACH ?

** x * * t( * t( ¡* f * * t * [r($ * Ì * x

ENTER D,/S BOUNTTARY (KI.I) 3? 5O
REACH LENGTH (lil,l ) = 25
u/s vELuc I TY ( tf ,/s ) i I
u./s I'iEAN BEFTH ( t4 ) i 2.5
U/S TEI.IPERATURE (C) : II
SATURATI0N Do (G./l.l^3) = tO,7674

t^s- d-uvyge'no.Ão^' c'oell,'deÀ/,
A/ a^,o/A!. Ra^y'<ratut< ( g
t^^r,(y ¿d ¡Æ;,ü/¿1 ) ü-: c"D-'câ

(,on-ec Á'o"^ Ca.q & ¡nordt .

k
6-"^
c4k-

?t é< ,(novt^

AaO4,ar t^adt/L'gt
A- k.rper aÁù¿

INFL0iJ - ENTER f (TRIB) F (P0INT) {NEITHER:': ? p

ENTER BO!5 I.IASSFLOI¿ (KÊ,/TIAY) 3 ? lOOOOO

CONVERT BOES TO BOTIU
INFLOI.J NL (,/DAY ) i .48

^.ok ,4.^f Ua.Cut¡ l-^qt<. Dtpp,okd ä^f - yÂz

¿¿ìfA ' tt¿cí uxy'Jqî.

a poÀl Jour¿p )t /oro'kd a/ l/.4 c,p.t/r<a,nzt

e',/( 4 ltxc4 2 à al þloa'oíre aS .

+ra;^ uah.u¡ l-*^ tlLt y'rtt)o<^r t¿a,¿A

?:. þ:o^^lko(
UAr'Lur ó-^ y'¡e,v)st,r l'nru-c(.a/-bn¡ ê,/<
¡ro"^þkd .

NEt, UALUE 'IRETAIN!
NEI¡J VALUE,,;fTETAI N]J.

NEI¡J UALUE {RETA I N}
NEI,' VâLUE .:RETAINþ

t/¿,e

¿4e-.
?-
,?

?
? l0

y'æ/V¿ O4^1 ¿QqCA
Caut Otl*etrirQ

INCUEATION DAYS i 5
RIVER KL (/DAY) 3 .4
INCUEATION EAYS 3 5

u/s lt? (,/DAY ) : .95
u/s t(1 (/ÊàY' i 2
u/s IrB (G/Ì4'3-DAY) 3 0
ENTER IrE (G,/Ì4-3-nAY) {G/t't^2-IrAy:} i ? ?

* f * * *,1 t( * * * t( * lt t x * it l( ri ¡t rß * I * * {r l( fi Ir * t * * * t * * * * f * f
!E0XYGENATI0N C0EFFICIENT Nr = ? /n{y
REAEFATION COEFFICIENT t(? = .95 /ttâ\
BENTHIC UPTAITE RATE IIF = ? G/M-3-[IAY

t( * * t( t( rß ü )ß Í( )ß t )ß t( t( * )ß * * * * * * * * x * )Í I * f * * * fr * * * * * x * *

CHANGE NISTANCE ANN/OR TII,lE S'I'EP I:FIETAI N}.?

NO YOU I,JANT ANOTHER F(EACH {YËS:¡?

*r t)fi x * * )i* I(** * t( * * il** * *
F{EACH 3

** t(* t t( * )ß* * * * rÍt t( t( * * * x *

VALUE ";RETAIN}
UALIJE iRETAIN}
VALUE .iRETrr I N:r.

UALUE <RETAIN}

YOU I..lAT'IT NEt,J ESTII'IATE {YES:.? NO

VALUE {ÑETAIN} I ?
Y0U t¡ANT T0 CHANtiE IT "lYESr?

NEI.'
NEt¡,

NEI.I
NEI.¡

DO

NEI.'
It0
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ENTER Ir,/S FgUNITARY (Ki{) i? 75
FEACH LËNGTH (I\}.I) = 25
U/S VELOCITY (II,/5) : 1 NEI,I UALUE {::RETêIN.:,
u/s MEAN ÍTEFTH (Ì.f) i t.5 NEt¡t uÊ¡LUE,,::RETArt,l.:,
U/S TETIF'ERATUF{E ( O ) i 15 NEI,, UALUE .IRE:TAI N],
SATURATI0N tr0 (G/11^3) = 9,649ê3 NEt, UALUE .'::FETAIN:r

INFLúu - ENTER T (TRIF) F (FOINT) .'::tlÊIltlEtit, ! ? T

ENTER rNFL0u FL.0r.,t (l't^3,/s) i? 50
ENTER INFLOI.' EiOIIS (G./Èt^3) I'? 5
ENTER INFL.UIJ Ir0 (G,/t't^3) t? 5

CONVERT BOTIS TO EOIIU
INFLOt' r{L (/IrAY) ; .48
INCUEATION TIAYS i 5
RI VEF{ KL (,/NAY ) ¡ . 4
INCUFATION TIAYS 3 5

NEtl UALUE .IRETA I N:'
NEt, VALUE "IRETAII'li
NÉt, VALUE '{RETAI N:}
NEl,, UALUE "IRETAIN.:

?

1'

?

U,/S K? (/I|AY) i .95 Ir0 YoU I,,ANT NEt, ESTIÌ,iATË: -tyEs:r..i
ESTII4ATEII I\2 </Nâ\' i T,7?047 NEI,¡ VALUE 1:RETAIN:} ¡ ? 1.15
U/S I\1 (,/NAY ) I 2 NEI.I VALUE {RETAIN"'. i ?
LJlS IrE ( G/M^3-IIAY ) ¡ 2 tr¡ YgU 1¡,ANT T0 CHANGE IT {YES"I?
ENTER IrE (c/14^3-nAY) "lGlt4-?-IrAYl. : ? 1

x**x********f x**x**x**xx**x********x****x*

ITEOXYGENATION C0EFFICIENT ttl = I /n|y
REAERATI0N C0EFFICIENT K? = 1.15 /nAY
EIENTHIC UFTAI{E RATE ['B = 1 S/i'I'3-TIAY

g tx)t****x*x*x*sfrx**x*********8************r(

CHANGE DISTANCE ANTI/OR TIT,fE STËF .{RETÂIN:}?

IO YOU I,JANT ANOTHER REACH .{:YES}?

/n'¿L\/agt _ ìt .,lccakd .a.f ÇJ*taut Jou.adary

4 ^e^cA- 
3 ù At k,U.o*,;& .fo

renclt + /^^r Aþ ),,//ow óuf Mo4ù/ A,,-cf
dqra cA^èÍte / ar do k2 tu^l Ò"

?t

I

** ** *f * t(** I *r( *** ** * **
REACH 4

IrÍr X X)* * x f * ** *)ß*I( * * *x * t

ENTER N/S EOUNI]ARY (KM) ¡? lOO
REACH LENGTH (Kl.l) = 25
u/s vELocITY (l't./s ) i ,75
U/S I'IEAN DEPTH (}f ) : ?
U/S TEI.IPERATURE (C) : 17.5

CONVERT EOTI5 TO FOIIU
INFL0t, liL (,/trAY ) ! .48
INCUBATION TIAYS 3 5
RIVEF KL (,/[IAY) ¡ .4
INCUBATION TIAYS i 5

u/s K2 (/ttAY) i 1.15
ESTIHATEn N2 (/IrAY) i 1.??40?
u/s K1 (/rrAY) i ?
u/s nE (G,/il^3-DflY) 3 I
ENTER IrB (G,/l'l^3-nAY) 1:G,/l'l^?-trAY:3 ! ? 0

NEI.I VALUE 4RETAIN:.
NEt, VâLUE';:RETAIN:
NEII VALUE ,::RETâ] N:¡
NEI,I VALUE..iRETAIN}

TIO YOU I,'ANT NEI,I ESTII,IATE.::YES}?
NEI,I VALUE "IÑETAIN:. 3 ? I.25
NELI VALUE {:TiETAIN:,,3 ?
tIO YOU I,'ANT TO CHANGE IT {YES:A?

NEI¡' VALUE .iRETA I N}
NEI.' VALUË -iREl'fIIN]"
NE|¡J UALUE {RETA I N:,.

? .5
1 1.5
?
? 9,5SATURATION TIO (E/11^3) = 9,649ê3 NEI.' VALUE 1:RETAIN}.

INFLOI.' - ENTER T (TRIB) F (FOINT) {NEI'I'HiIR:: ! ?

?
1
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t(****tt()t****)ßtrt(**tr*t(f I*f *****rßt)r)ßilItt *****
DEOXYGENATIÜN COEFFICIENT I{1 = 2 /Nà,(
REAERATI0N COEFFICIENT K2 = 1.25 ./nAY
BENTHIC UFTAKE RAIE [B = 0 G,/if^3-trAY

* I t * * * * * :ß tr * * * * * * :Í ¡tr * tß tr * * x( * * * ¡tr * )ß rf f * * * * * $ * * * *

CHANGE [|ISTANCE AI.ID/f]R TI14E STEF, j:RETAIN.:.1

n0 YOU ù,ANT âNOTHER REACH .IYES>? N0

I

I

I

DO YOU !'ANT A LISTINÊ {NO}?

DO YOU ¡JANT TO FILE BON5 &

D0 YoU IIANT GRAFHS FL0fTED
DO PROFILËS 4NI]}?
4YES}?

I

I
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þþurìk-,' funt)nør' hfud Á-p.¡e

oôfle¡¿azïont fion^ 'zktqL. òer I

xxltx

aôAf are ú,tiqæøl lv. 6z/p1,,Y
'þ.n,;no¿ a; ú¡u,'i¿t a^þuy
&íe. /^A¿4 ot^ a <4 /2O

Ot^
)î

3.37

aln
,8

x x 
- PÑcl"cÅont

* *'ú

xxxt
+

2.15t

1.12t X Xtx x x + xlxx
IX
I0 -+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ x

o g L7 2s 34 42 s0 39 67 73 84 ?2 10lB0n5 PROFILES
OBSERVËD ({. ) PRENICTETI ( X ) COINEI!ENT ( * )
tJ=hl I NIr 0 I'l s C F Þ=EX I TS U Et- 0 FT I 0 N?

10 tx x x
IXX*

N

o
1E

xxx

0 -+----+----+----+----+----
0817?534

OBSERUEN ( + ) FRETIICTED ( X ) COlNCIIE
tl=l.l IND0l,l(CRþ=EXI TSUB-0FT I 0N? tl

+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+ x
42 5o '59 67 75 84 ?? 10100
NT(X)

FROF ILES

)n d^ a.
)qkt¿l
X a^a/q
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713

OBSERVEN ( + ) FRE!ICTETI( X ) COINCIÛENT (* )

t¡=tl,INDOtl{CÊ}'=EXf TSUE-0FT I 0N?
¡O VOU I,IANT TO tIO âNOTHER SII'IULATION {NO}?

FROGRAI.I TERI,IINATING

RE ATI Y

4.5

xxt

xxrxx*

-+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-*--+----+ x

Õ E L7 25 is 4? Eo 58 67 73 83 92 100!0
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Flow Chart fo¡ HAND

Enter location of u stream bounda

Enter (or change) velocity depth, Eemperature
ssumed tant each reach

Yes

Specify (or change) d is tance interval at r¿hichrediction re to tr de

file and/or rof

Another simulation?

lnput observed BOD. and DO
profiles from disc'fiLu

Enter (or change) upstïeam di""h"rg.,
BOD, and DO concentratíon

Increment reach number

Enter (or change) locaÈion of ¿*^stream
boundary of the reach

Enter (and or change) saturation DO

Specify (or change) n"t,ri"@
source, tributary or neíther) at the upstream
boundary of the reach, and either: BOD_ massflow, or discharge and concentratíon of)BOD_
and D0 as aDDroDriate 5

Convert BOD- to BOD5u

Specify (and/or change)
reaeration coeff icient

deoxygenation coef f icíenL,
and benthic oxygen demandrate (assumed constant in each reach)

nother reach?

Calculate BOD, and DO profiles

Lis

S top

54

les if r uired
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L]ST

HA N TI2

IIAND kogran Lis6rg

1B-MAY-83 14i00i36

3 R99=CHR3(13)
5 P9$=CHR$(3!)
10 IrIlt x2(2o7.)
?o trIH Ett(302)
30 nIiT Ir?(502)
40 uIÌ,t L(?07.)
50 nIM U(207.)
60 trIH H(207")
70 trllt 1 ( 302 )
80 nI¡l s(?0i:)
90 IrlM n0(?0;¿)
100 I|Il't E0{:,Jz}
110 trlil Ir0(?02)
1?0 trIH Kl (?02)
130 trli'f t\?(?02)
140 rril't t{3 ( ?02 )

150 trlll a1( 202 )

ló0 IrIH B1(202-.)
170 IrIi'l trl ('J0;íi
1$0 DIM F(?()7',,
190 IrrM IS(2or)
?00 [rI H s$ ( ó02 )

r10 t'IÌ,1 SB$(óOU)
?20 trril 5?$(ó02)
230 tlll'l XFZ(3çt7.1
?40 IfIt4 I{97.(307:I
250 If IM ltg'/"(30itt
3ó0 DIH fiï.(iLo?Z)
?70 IrIÈ1 X(2002)
?80 IrI I't B ( r00z )

?90 IrIll tr(2002)
300 ntH xÍtz(?jo7.)
310 tfllt Ra7.("oo7-)
320 tfIH ttEZ(20ö7;)
34O 7l=1.14:1-3e
350 Z2=-9, O7a77E:.-t',3
360 Z3=0
37O Z4=ô
380 0Z=02
39O 3'/.=A7.
400 h8=,48
4:l O N9=,4
4?0 I=r
13\' I r/-.!6U1,
444 Ë'?7.=2Õ7"
450 S1$='
4ó0 S2$='
47 O Li=' XXX**X+***)t*)Í**)ßt**XX'
475 E$=CHR$ ( ?7 )

480 C$=E$*' t2J'+E9+' IH'
490 FRINT ES.t-'.i'
500 F1$=Ë$i'l4;67H'
510 F?$=ËÈ*'EZ) 67H'
5?0 F39=E$*'t6) ¿7H'
530 F4$=E$i'EAi 67H'
540 FSS=E5*'Esiá7H'
550 Fó$=E$*'lLL)67H'
555 F7$=E$*'l?,87H'
560 GO T0 750
:74 27.=,5+( X1-Xo)*F1ZIXB
580 IF ZZ';O7. THEN 7I=-l'{ \ GO TO 590
581 IF Z'li¡FL7. THEN 7'1,=-1)(,
590 RETURN
6?O ZZ=. 5+ ( Y1-Y0 ) *F22,/Y A

ó30 IF 27.'.:07. THEìI Zf,=-I7. \ GO 10 650
ó31 IF Z7?¡F27. fHEtl Z7-=-17.
ó50 RETURN
67O IF INT(Z+.5){}INT(Z) THEI{ Z=INT(Z*.5) \ G0 TO ó8o
ó71 Z=lNT(Z)+.5
ó80 RETURN
710 Alt=SEG$ (Al3r t7.t L'll
72O IF Al$)='a' THEN A1$=CHR$(ASD(A1l)-3?)
730 RETURN
750 REil **ttt*x*tttütr*tt)Ít(*r***txt **t *****t(¡ß*l*¡ß*****)Í*tlt***¡ß*t(*txt{*r
770 PRINT
780 FRrNT C3;S19tLS
790 PRIT{T S29;'PFO6RA}I HANTI'
8OO PRINT 513;L$
810 FRINT
82O FRINT
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830 FÑINT 'IS THEFE OESEÑVE[ TIATA FILETI FOR COT.ÍPARISON {YES.'.';
831 INPUT A1$
841 GOSUB 710
842 A9=41$
843 IF A$='l.l'THEN 11ó0
880 [4.1.00000E110
8ó0 D4=-1 '000OOEI1o870 FRINT
880 FÉINT 'ENTER FILE NA}IE FOR FILED IIATA .{NO FILE} : 'íBE1 INPUT F9$
890 IF F9t=" THEN 820
9OO OFEN F9i FOR II{PUT AS FILE 4Z
910 LINFUT *4ZtBl
920 E1Z=f'0S(Bl t' t' t l7.l
930 IF B|?.<:.OZ, THEN Ft=SEGt(Ett77.tÈL't-LZt
940 U.=O'/,
950 FRINT
9óO FRINT 'FILE HEADE ìBT:,'' '970 PRIIIT 'CORRECT FILE {YESÞ';
971 INPUT A1$
9BO GOSUB 710
981 At=41 $
98? IF A$='N' THEN 820
990 IF END +4 GO TO 1080
1000 LINFUT *4ZtÈ8
rOIo I7=I7ILZ
1015 IF ENI| +4 G0't'0 1080
1020 INPUT *4'ltX2(I7) rEt( Iil,) tlt?(Il,)
1O3O IF É2(1'1,):rE4 THEil F4=82(IZ)
1040 IF Lt?(Iï.tln4 tHEN D4=D?(IZ)
1050 G0 T0 1010
IOEö K27.=17;-ti|
1090 cLosE +42
110o IF x"(l't)lX?(ti?Z) THEN SZ=tZ
11IO FRINT
11?O FRINT 'IIO YOU t.JANT AN INFUT TIATA LISTING .{HO}';
1 121 INFUT AlS
1130 GoSuE 710
1131 AS=41$
113? l.F At".:i."(' THEN 1lóo
1133 FFINT \ FRINT
1140 FRI},IT'LINE'
1150 FOR J7.=I)( TO t{2)t
1151 FRIN'l J:ltX?(Jil,) ¡É2(J7.) t|,¡p(JZ)
115? NEXT Jii
r 160 F'RINT \ F'RINT \ FEINT \ F'RINT
11SO FRINT 'ENTER U/5 EOUNTIARY (I{H) I ';
1 18I INPUT L1
1190 X(02)=L1
l?Oo O7.=OZi L'l
1210 F'RINT \. F'RII'IT \ F'RINT C$iSlSiL$
1??O I--FINT S.J3;' sIHTJLATION';OZ
1?30 F.ÑINT S1$;L$
r240 r.RINl
1?5o NZ=OZ
1?óù lìZ=02
1?70 L3=L1
1280 t\l (OZ) =1.00000E+10
r.?90 N3 (O7:) =,r.00000E+10
1300 tt3=-1, 0000c¡E+ 10
1310 Ir3=-1. 00000E.t10
l3?0 FOF 17.=72 1n âQZ
1330 S8t (U.)=' '
1340 S?9(17.)='
I 350 r]EX r r z
I3éO I'17.=N7.I7L
1370 FRINT
1380 F'RINT 51$;L$
1390 FRINf 5,.'$;, ÉEACH';NZ
1400 tIRINT 51$; L$
1410 F.tìrNT
14r0 IF !'tt=lir IHEN 7780
1430 L=L(NZ)
I44O F'RINT 'FREUIT)US TI,/5 EOUNTIAEY (KII) :'i
1 450 F FiIl.iT L;
14ó0 FRINT TÊ¡É(40);
1,Ì70 F.F:INT 'NEI,' VALUE i:ÑETAIN:, I ,;
1 'tri0 I HFUT A$
I490 IF A9.:..;¡" THEN L=UAL(A$)
1¡00 L?=AES(L3-L)
1510 FFINT 'FEÊCH LEilGTH (Kil) =, iL21s?0 L3=L
15a0 U=U(Ì,lZ)
lIr.O F.RINT ,F.REVI¡]ÛS VELOCITY (}.I./S) I';
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15óO FRINT U;
1570 PÑINT TAE ( 40 ) ;
1580 FRINT 'NEt¡I VALUE I;RETAIN} : ' ;
1590 INFUT A5
1ó00 IF A${}" THEN U=VAL(A$)
1ó10 H=H(NZ)
1630 FRINT 'FÉEUIOUS I,IEAN TIEFTH (¡f ) :';
1640 FRINT Hi
1650 FRINf TAE(40);
1óó0 PRINT 'NEt¡l VALUE {RETAIN:3 i ';
1é70 INPUT AT
1ó80 IF A$<þ" THEN H=UAL(49)
1ó90 T=T(NZ)
1710 FRINT 'FREVIOUS fE}fPERATURE (C) !';
1730 FRINT T;
1730 PRINT TAB(40);
1740 FRINT 'NEI,I UALUE ':RETAIN}. i 'i
1750 I NF.UT A$
17 &O -LF Agril¡ I z THEN T=VAL ( A5 )
L770 GE T0 3140
1780 FFINT
1790 FRINT 'ENTER TI./S EIOUNDARY (ITI'I) 3';
1791 INPUT L
1Ê00 rF F99c:!" G0 TO 1810
1S01 IF Lll;.L THEN SZ=12
1610 IF L{:11 G0 TO 1814
1811 ïF L=l-1 THEN 18?o
1812 IF 57.=l1t GO To 1816
1€13 G0 t0 1820
1814 IF 57.=OZ GO T0 leló
1815 Gtì T0 18t0
I.816 F.RINT'?EOUNTIARY TIATA TIOES NOT I'IATCH OFSEFVETI TIATA'
1817 G0 T0 8040
18?O L2=ABS ( L3-L )
1S3O FRINT 'REACH LENGTH (Ìrll) ='iL2
1840 L3=L
18ó0 IF NZ=lZ THEN 3090
1870 FRINT 'UlS VELOCITY (M/S) i';
1É80 FÑINT Ui
1890 FRINT TAB(40);
1.900 PFINT 'NEtl ttALUE .;RETAIN::. 3 ' i
1910 INFUT A$
I 9?o IF A${:3' ' THEN U=VAL ( A$ )
1940 FRINT 'U,/5 i'tEAN TIEF'TH (i'1 ) i';
1950 F.FINT Hi
19ó0 F,RINl lAE(40);
I97O F,RINT 'NEI,' UALUE .:RETAIN:.! i ' ;
1980 INFUT A$
1990 I F A9.i'i'' ' THEÌ'l H=UAL ( A$ )
2010 FRINT 'U./S TElfFERrl'f UFE (C) i'ì
?OIO FRINT T;
2O3O FRINT TAB(40) i
?040 F RINT 'NEt¡¡ VALUE .j.RETAlN]' i ' ;
?O5O INFUÍ A$
2oóo IF A9-'.i:." THEN T=VAL(A$)
?080 G0 T0 ?140
?O9O FRINT
?lOO PRINT 'ENTER UELOCITY (I.f/S) 

"'I?101 INFUT U

21,10 FRINT 'ENTEÉ Ì,ÍEAN IIEFTH (I,I) 3'I
1111 INPUT H

2120 FRINT 'ENTER TEI.IFEFATURE (C) 2'I
?1?1 INFUT T
2140 L(NZ)=L
21s0 U(NZ)=U
?l60 H(NZ)=H
2170 T(NZ)=l
21 80 S=1 0- ( Zl+Z?tT +Z3|(T^2+24*T^3 )
2190 FR I NT ' SATUFAT I ON TIO ( G,/M^3 } =' i
?2OO FRINT Si
2210 FRINT TAB(40);
??20 FRINT 'NEt,' VALUE {RETAIN} 3 ';
2230 INFUT A$
?240 IF AË=" G0 T0 ?2ó0
2?41 S=VAL(Af)
?242 s(NZ)=S
i?óO RElf -- lnflow
?280 FRINT Cî
2290 rF NZ>12 THEN 2óOO
2300 IF EZ=IX THEN 2s60
2310 A0=O0(NZ)
2330 F'ßIHT 'FREVIOUS U,/S FLOI.I i';
2340 FRIHT OO;
2350 FRINT TAE(40) 

'
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23óO FFINT '}IEI,I UALUE {RETAIN} : ,,
2370 INFUT A'
?380 IF à$I:."¡.., THEN AO=VAL(A*)?390 E0=80(NZ)
?41O FRINT 'F.REVIOUS U/8 EODS ¡';
24?O PFINT FO'
2430 FRINI TAE(40);
2440 FRINT 'NEI.J UALUE {RETAIN.. : ' ;2450 INFUT AT
2460 IF A$t),'THEN BO=VAL(Af)
2470 Il0=DO ( NZ )
?490 F'RINT 'FREVIT'US U,/S NO i,;
25OO FRINT DO;
?51O FRINT TAF(40);
?520 FRINT 'NE],I VALUE {RETAIN} I ';2530 INFUT A3
2540 IF Al1.>" THEN I|O=UAL(Ai)
?550 G0 T0 2ó00
?560 FRINT
2570 FRINT 'ENTEF U/S FLO[.' (TI^3./S) i,I
2571 INFUT OO
2580 FRINT 'ENTEñ U,/S B0D5 (G,/il^3) i, r2581 INFUT BO
?590 FRINT ,ENTER U/S trO (G/ìtt^31 i, t239I INPUT DO
?ó00 A0(NZ)=00
2ó10 B0 ( ttZ ) =Bo?ó?0 t¡0 ( NZ ) =Ir0
2ó40 IF 02=12 THEN J150
?ó50 It=I9(NZ)
1ó60 IF I5=,p, THEN ?710
2670 IF I$=,, THEN 2740
?690 FRINT'FREVIOUS INFLOI,Ú A TRIB - EI{TER F (POINT) N (NONE) {ÑETAIN}.: ,,269I INFUT A$
?700 G0 rtr ?760
?7?o FRINI'PREurous rNFL0l.r A F0rNT - ENTER T (TFIE) N (NoHE) {ÊETArr{}.i ,;?7?1 IIIFUT A$
2730 Go TO t7ó0
?750 FRINT'ND FREUIOUS INFLOI.' - ENÎER T (TRIF) P (FOINT) {RETAINi.I ';2751 INFUT A$
2760 IF A*4,.,' THEN I$=AS
?77o IF Lfi='P, THEN J0SO
?7eo IF IS{..." G0 T0 2790
2781 F=0
?782 G0 T0 2580
?790 Ar=Ar ( NZ)
T81O F.RINT 'FREVIDUS INFLOt,' FLOI,J ! ' ;?820 FÑINT A1;
?E3O PRTNT TAE(40);
ÎE4O FFINÌ ,IIEI,I VALUE .::RETAIN.. i , ;
?B5O INF.UT A$
?ËJú0 IF A$.1:.,, THEti el=VAL(A$)
3870 E1=tr1(NZ)
?B9O F.ÉINT 'F'REUTT}US INFLOId EOtIS I ' ;;I?OO FRINT FIl 

'?910 PFINI' TAE(40);
29?O FRINT 'I.IEI,I VALUE .;RETAIN:, ] , ,??30 INF.UI A$
?'Ì40 fF A$r::" ' rHEN E1=VAL(A$)
î950 trl=tr1(NZ)
2?70 F.RII.IT 'FREUIOUS INFLOI.' tIO i'ì
:I980 FRINT [I 1 ;
??90 F FINT Trìt{ ( 40 ) ;
f,OOO FRINT 'I'{EI,I VALUE .::RETAIN:- i , ;
JOIO Ii'.IFUT Ê$
30;lO IF A$:.;.,, rHEN Irt=VAL(AS)
3030 F=0
3040 G0 'lo 3320
3050 F=F(NZ)
:JO7O FRI}.IT 'FFEUIüUg I,IASfiFLOI.' (I(G/NAY) ¡.;
3OBO FRINT F'
3090 F FINT TAtr t 4o ) ;
JlOO FRINT 'NEI.I VALUE .:RETAIN:. I , ;
f,110 INFUT A$
3l:o IF A$=,, THEN 3óó03130 F=UAL ( A$ )
3140 G0 T0 J290
3I 5O FRIN T
3ióû FRINT'INFL0tl - ENTER T (TRIE) F,(pOINT) rîNEITHER.¡ i ,i
3161 INFUT I9
3770 tF I$--, T' THEN 3?103180 IF Ig=t¡t, THEN JI70
.{190 F=0
.1300 G0 T0 3?90
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4000 K?=K?il1.014-(T-lO) \ REl.l Correct for temperature
4O?O FFINT 'ESTI14ATETI K2 (/NAY' i'ì
4O3O FRINT K2;
4O4O PÑINT TAE(40);
4O5O PRINT 'NEI,I UALUE {FETAIN} i ';
4060 INFUT A'
4o80 IF à9.i1 " THEN ]t?=VAL(Ai)
4100 REI'l -- fieoxegenat ion rate
41?0 I F O7.=77. TBËll 42IÕ
4130 N1=Nr(NZ)
4150 FRINT 'FREVIOUS Ti1 (/TAY') i';
4160 F,RINT I{1;
4170 FRINT TAtr(40) i
4180 FRINT 'I.lEI.I UALUE {:KETAIN} ; 'i
41?O INFUT A$
4200 G0 T0 4310
4?10 IF NZ=17 THËN 4?90
4?30 FRINT 'U,/S N1 (-/T'AY) I';
4140 FRINT fi1;
4250 FRr|1T TAE(40) i
42óO PFINT 'NEI.' UALUE {RETAIN:. ¡ ' ;
4?70 INFUT A5
4?80 G0 T0 4310
4T9O FRINT'ENTEF fi1 (/NAY) i'ì
4?91 INFUT A$
4300 IF AS='' THEÌ.| lil=. ?5
4310 IF A$=" TIIEN 4370
43?0 K1=VAL(A$)
4340 FRINT 'EIITER RÉF TEI.IF ( [ ) qRIVER TEIIF..I : ' ;
434I INFUT A$
4350 IF A$r;:''" THEI'l ti1-li1*L'O47^(VAL(A$)-T)
4370 l{EH -- Eenthic uptake rEte
4390 IF 87.=17. lllE¡{' 446Õ
4400 ti3=K3(l.lz)
44?0 FñtNT 'F,REVIOtJS I'F (G,/l,t-3-IrAy) i';t(3;F9$;
4430 FRINT TAE ( 4O ) ;
4440 F'RII'{T 'IIO TOU I,¡AHT TO CHANGE IT {YES}';
4441 INFTJT A1$
445C, G0 T0 45?0
44ó0 IF N7.=1ii THEN 4540
44?0 Ë'Rrl-{T ',U,/S Irtt (G/H^3-rrAy) i';K3;F9Si
4500 FRIilT TAE(40);
4:i1O F.RINT 'III] YOU IdAI,IT TO CHA}{GE IT' "iYES}';
4511 INF.UT AI$
4:;?O GOSUE 710
4511J A$=41$
45?2 IF A9='N'THEN 4ó00
4540 FRINT .Ei.ttER rrE (G/ì1^3-[Ay) .:G/]l^2-ttAy:" I ,;
4541 INFUT A$
4550 IF A*¿:.:¡" tHE.ll K3=VAL(A$)
45ó0 60 T0 4600
4580 F RI N1 'EN I ER I'ti ( G./t't^2-nAy ) ¡;ZEÉ0;,. i ' ;
4 58I I NF'UT A.+.

4:t?0 IF Aâ=" rFlËN li3=0
459r IF A$.1ì." THEl.l l(3=UAL(A$),/H
4ó00 FRIilT
4.4 10 FRINT C$;LS;1.*.
4ó?O F.RINT
4ó30 F'RIÌ'tT ' ITEtIXYGEI{'âTI0N CßËFFICIEt{T K1 ='itil i' ,/IrAY,
4640 FFINT' RËAEÉATION COEtsFICIEHT hl ='ili2i'llt{Y,4ó30 F'R]NT ' EEI{THIC UF,TAÌ{E RATE IIË =';K,3)' Î;/YI-l-NAY'
4ó60 FRINT
4é70 F,FINT LS; L$
4óBO F,RINT
4ór0 FRIì,tT
4;00 N1(NZ)=li1
4710 ti?(NZ)=N2
47:0 ¡i3 ( Ì,lZ) -K:l
47i0 ti1=ti1-¡î4
4740 l\?=R?/?4
4750 li3=tr3,zlì4'r EEH Ccr¡vert to,/houn
4774 REn -- Selerl c'lt¡rFUtotion stepg
4790 IF D7.=t7!, iìt lo 47e?
47?r GO T0 4800
4792 IF l,lZ=tZ THEII 48é0
4ROO FRINT
4810 FRINT 'CHÉ¡tltìE ITISTAÌ{tE AilIr/0F TIIIE STEF iRETAINi,;
48I1 INFUT A1$
4tì?0 G0suE 710
4811 A$=A1t
4.912 IF AÍ=' ' THEt'l 4910
4840 REll -- Al = Itietêrice steF At = Time Etep
48óO F.EINT 'EÈ]TEÑ TIISTANI]E STEF (Ii¡I) ,;:TITfF STEF':. : 'î
4Bó1 II.IFUT AS
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4870 IF A$=" GO TO 48e0
4871 A1=VAL(A$)
4a77 A2=AI/IJ/3,6
4873 GO TO 4910
4880 F.RÏNT 'EN]ER TIIIE STEF (HOUF) : ';
4881 INFUT A$
4890 IF A$=" GD TU 4910
4891 â2=UAL ( A$ )
4892 A1=A?*U¡tr3. ó
4?10 ñEÌ'f '#**X****Xt(******XXt*t(*XXt(tt******fr*[***X(**r(********trt:X*tX)t**t*
4930 MZ=INT (L?/A7>
494O LF SZ=lZ THEN A1=-41 \ REÌl I'lun¡ber,Õf steFs ir' the reûc-h
4950 h7=trZ llZ
4960 X(KZ)=X(NZ-1)
49)O Eil\Z)='E?fF1
4980 tr ( hZ ) =Irl \ REI'1 Store mixed value
5000 RElf -- Celeulate ÈEE in the reaclr
5O2O FOñ J7.=L7. rlt úZ
50,{0 h.Z=liZ+12
5040 T1=A?ltJZ \ RËH TraveI tin¡e al.onÉ this reach onl s
5050 X(NZ)=X(¡(Z-f )+Al \ REI'l Inctement total distarrce
:t070 REH -- B0Ir5 & rr0
5090 E ( h7i ),=E?XEXF ( -l\1* tL ) *Fl
5100 IF til-.X2 THEN I'(Nii)=5-li3/l{?-EXF'(-H?*Tl )*(S-tr2-}i3,/K?)-EXF(-l"ilITl )f T1*tï1*:F?
5101 IF tr1=N? G0 TO 5l t0
5 1 O? F 1 =S-K3,/t\?-EXF ( -li?* r 1 ) * ( S-r.r2-t{3/K?-l\ I *É2,/ ( K?- ti 1 ) )
5108 F?=EXt-'(-l\1*Tt )il\tXrr?/(K3-¡il )

5109 Ir(tiZ)=F 1-F?
5110 IF tril\Z):.tt3 THEN F3=E(KZ)
5120 IF Ir (KZ):.Ir3 THEN Ir3=Ir (KZ)
5130 NEXT JZ
5150 REt'l -- Reirritielise
5170 tr0=Ir ( N7 )

5180 B0=Ë ( KZ )

5190 A0=A?
5?00 IF SZ=17 THEN A1=Allt-l
5?10 l', 1'=Kll'?4
5ilil0 K?=ti2f?4
5230 K3=h,l*?4 \ REH f,orrvert back to./dag
5I4O FRINI
5:I5O Ë'RÏN] 'IIfJ YOU üJAN1 AIIOìHER FIEACH I.:YES3'i
5f51 INFU T AT$
5;tó0 6D5Urr 710
5?ó1 A$=,41È
lj:lå? l: F A{;,= ' ¡¡ ' Tl-lEN 5?Ë0
5:170 IF llZ=il.o"Å 'T l-lEN F RINT 'S0RRY r YoU CAN 0tlLY HAVE ?0 REATiHES'
fì271 IF ll7"=20'/. G0 T0 5iB0
i"'i1it7? FRINT C$;
litì7;t u0 T0 13ó0
:J1;IÊ}O F,RINT
5290 T'RINl 'TIO YOU I.'ANT A LISÏINfJ '':NI]}';
5291 INFUÏ 41.¡
ri300 G0sÚË 710
5301 A$=41$
530? IF A$¡;:}'Y' THE.N i'JJ5O
5310 F RINT {l$
5330 FRINI F'95t'X 

"'Ét[r5't'LtO'5330 F'RIN'I
5340 FOR Jï=fi(, TD l¡71
5341 FFIilT Ji1¡X(Jl) tB(J'/.) tlt(J'll
5342 NEXT JZ
5f,50 F.R I NT
53ó0 FRINI 'Ir0 Y0U tJAllT TO FILE IiOllS & tr0 Ë'R0Ff LES "iNO.¡'i53ó1 INFUT A1$
5370 BoSUB 710
5371 A$=41$
337? lF Ai.:.:! 'Y' THEN 5570
5380 FRINT
5390 FFINT 'ENTER OUTFUT FILE NAÌ'fE (5 CHARr N0 EXTENT, i'î
5391 INFUT F$
54OO F1$=Ft+'E,StrT'
5410 F?S=F$+'tr.Snï'
542O FRINT
5430 FFINT 'EHTER DUTFUT FILE HEAIER i ')
Í431 INFUT H$
5440 OFEN F1$ FOR OUTFUT AS FILE 8Z
5450 FRINT *SZrHtr'XrEt0[¡5'
54ó0 FoR J'¡!=LZ TD K7.
5470 FRINT *87.tX(Jï.l t' ¡' tB(Jf)
5480 NEXT JZ
5490 CLOSE 8Z
55OO OFÊN F?$ FOR OUTPU-I' AS FILE 9Z
5510 FRINT *9ItHtr'XrÍtO'
5520 FOft J'/,=72 1D R'Á
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it 553O FRIí,JT +9?a.X().Ì.t t't, ¡D(JZ)
5540 NEXT JZ
s550 cltsE 92
557O REll ¡fi*t*rÍr**t*t*)ßtt*{,t*t¡r*,f lrx*tt*t(¡l.lrtt**#,itlrt**t(,ßrtf t*tt(l**tr(*tt**5590 FRINT C*;,EO YOtJ WANT ERAPHS FLOTTEÚ 4YES}'i5óo0 II{PUT A13
5ó10 G0suR 710
5ó1 1 Ai=41*
5ó12 IF A9=,N, THEH 7?OO5ó20 IF SZ=OZ THEN SZlO
383D Z?=X(17.>
!f19 _rl F?s=,, G0 ro 5óã0só4? rF x2(tzt:,2s rÈEñ-2i=xa< rz I5650 FOR I7.=LZ TO tï7.
56ó0 X( fz,r=29-X(IZ)
5670 NEXT IZ
5ó80 FoR Ji¿=Iit TO ¡<Zn
5690 X2 ( JZ) =Zç-XZ( Jr,,
57OO NEXT JZ
5710 XS=X( 1Z)
s720 IF Fpt=' , G0 T0 ETJ0572? fF x?(tz)rx:J THEN i5=X2(rZ)
5730 IF INT(XE+.8){>TNT(Xg) THEH XE=INT(XS)+.g \ GO TD 3?405731 X5=INT(XE)
5740 X6=X(KZ)
5750 IF Fpr=,, G0 TO S7óO
?Zq7 lF x2(Kzz)>xó rHEN x6=x2(K2z)5760 B5=0
5770 Bó=BJ
57BO IF F9i=,' G0 TO 57905782 IF E4)86 THEN Bó=84
5790 trs=0
5800 Dó=IrJ
5810 IF F9*=', G0 TU 5BZO
5S1? IF n4!t¡ó THEN [6=[4
5820 Z=Xó
5821 G0suE 67ö
58?? X6=Z
5830 Z=Bó
5$31 60sulr 670
583? Bó=Z

=iEì40 
Z=rr6

5841 GftsuE ó70
584? tró-Z
5850 T9=T1.- Xs
58ó0 U9=Xó
5870 u?==x5
5880 GZ=,0;í
58?0 FOR t.t,=t)i, TE Ni¿
5?00 IF K1(r;{) -_¡írt,Iz-17.> THEN 59105901 Xt=X(IZ)
5902 Xo=Xs
5?03 X9=l'9
5r.04 GosuË 570i905 $E$(Z.t)=, t'
591ù lF ttJ( IZ)=n3 (IZ,-17.) THEN S?205911 X1=X( IZ I
591? XO=X5
5913 X8=T?
5914 COSUE 570
5915 59$(27.)='t,
59?O NEXT IZ
5930 X7=Xó-XE
5940 B7=Bó-85
59ó0 REH -- For¡r p¡ir¡t positiorrE
5980 FOR T7.=Iy. tE K,Z,5981 X1=X( IZ)
5?82 X0=XE
5983 X8=X7
5984 GOSUE 570
5990 XgZ (IZ)=Z.t
=t99t Yt=Et IZ)
59Ç? Y0=tr5
5993 Y8-F7
59./4 tiosuB óí10
6O00 BBZ( Ir,)=ZZ
óO1O NEXT'IZ
óO?0 FOR rL=tit It ti?Z
óO?1 X1=X3( IZ)
óo22 X0=XE
6O?3 X8=X7
óo24 GOSUE 570
&O30 X97.(TZ)=ZZ
óO3r Y1=82{ IZ)
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ó03? Y0=85
ó033 Y8.-87
ó034 GOSUF ó;:O
6040 E97.< I ¡1,),=7-i,
6050 NEXT IZ
ó070 RF-:l'l - - f:io rt
6090 F tJFl IZ=12 T0 trZ
6OP t à'A ( I'/. I =XP,7. ( TZ ) + ?o17.*Êa7. ( IZ )
óO9I NEXT IZ
ó100 FOR l'l=lä, IE Ãia tZ
â1 lO A9'l=o7.
ó1?0 FOR JL=IZ fO 17: STEF -I7.
ór30 IF à97..:iOZ THEN ó170
âl4O A9iL=-77.
ó150 IF 47.(J'/,r':;=AZlJT.tL'l ) Gú f U ó1óO
ôI5L P7.=47. ( J7, )
6I5? A'l ( J7. ) = A7. t, Jz+ l:1)
6t53 A7. ( J7.'117. ) =F"l
61":;4 A9Z..O't
ó 1óO NËXT J;¿
ó170 NEXT ÏZ
ó180 FOR I?.=liL IE R7.

ó:1.90 EB;l (I-l)=Ail(lZ, /?0oZ
ó200 XBií ( \7. I =A7.. I7-) -Ã!7, ( IZ) *2Oör,
ó210 NEXT IZ
,3220 F0R I7-1'/. ro t\22!
ô?" L A7. ( I Z 1 =X9 7. ( 17. ) I it et þ'l>lfl I 7- ( f 7. )
¿?22 NEXT IZ
ó?30 Fof( L7.=L7. 1'O ji?Z-l'/.
6?44 497.=ö7,
ó?50 FOR .J'I!=L'L, 1t L'L 51Er' -Lr.
6?60 I F â9I.':.:¡Q'T, THË:N óI3OO
6?7O 497.=t'l
ó?80 IF AZ(JZ)7=A7.(JI.IL7.) Ë0 'lO ó2?G
(,?8L 1,7.=47.< J7.')
ó28? AZ ( J7. ) --47. ( JZ+ t7: I
ó283 AZ ( J/.+L7.) =PZ
6284 A9Z=O7.
óT9O NEXT JZ
ó3OO NEXT IZ
6310 ËUR IZ=lZ T0 liSZ
6320 B9'/. ( IT. ) = Ã|! ( I'/L ) / ?O O'/:
(t330 X97. ( Iìl I = 47. ( I'¿ ) - B9Z ( L7.t *?aoL
¿340 NEXT TZ
ó360 REll - - Flot. poiTr¡;s
ó:lB0 G0$uE 7;t40
ó385 F8$='B0trÍ; l-'RUFILElì'
ó3?0 F ott lz,.r:?l I 0 0z $TEÍ¡ - 1z
ó400 F0R GI7-,=OZ (lr F 1Y-

¿'4 01 S$ (Glil) =' '
ó40r NEXT riJ.Z
ó410 Fuft f77"=,17 tU !1002
ó4?0 IF P'A'l(II7.r+:..tII IHEN ó4ó0
ó430 IF X87.(lL'1,, clOZ I HËll ó450
ó431 rF XEi!.(II'/,))LOO;1 t"tJËN ó450
ó440 IF sìS(X8Z( 177"r>.= ' ' THË:N $1(XBia (Il7) )='X" \ G0 'l 0 ó450
ó441 S$(X9'l(T.I'l ) )='tt'
ó450 t'rEXT IlZ
6464 .J7.=lIil
ó470 FOR ï77"=t\I7 Tt iiO'L
ó480 rF L19)!(1tZ){::IZ THEN 6510
649O lF XqZ( 77'r¿ ) {:02 'I HEN 6110
ó491 IF X9'/,(I't):'100U THEN ó510
ó500 IF S$(X9Z(lLll))=' 'THEN S](X?Zlllit,)t='+'\ G0 T0 ó510
6501 S$(X9Z (I17,) )='x'
¿510 NEXT I1Z
ó5?O FRINT
6530 G0SUËI 7420
ó540 NEXT IZ
ó550 ßosuIr 7550
ó5ó0 IF l19Z.ii¡OZ G0 T0 6580
ó5é1 F.RINT Fó$;
65ó2 G0 T0 5930
6580 REI'I -- Repeat for tlO ErêPh
66OO X7=T?
ó610 Xó=lJ?
{¡ó?0 X5=U?
óó30 I¡7=Ir6-t'5
664O Gì/.=I?.
óó50 G0 TO óóBO
óóó0 X7=Xó-X5
667O Ít7=Ít6-lt3
6ó80 FnF: 17.--11:, Tll F;7.

66Al Xl=X(li!)
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6ó82 XÕ=XS
6èA. XB=X7
ó684 GOSUB 570
669A XEil([ï.)=ZI
6ó91 Y1=[(Ii!)
6ó93 Y0=Ir5
6ó93 Y8=t¡7
6ó94 GOSUB ó20
ó700 DgZ(7L)=ZZ
ó710 NEXT IZ
6720 FOR 17-=17. TO RZL
6727 Xt=XZ(I?!l
67?? X0=X5
67?3 XA=X7
ó724 GOSUF 570
A730 X9'¿,(U.)=72
ó731 Y1=[2( lZ]
6732 YO=[5
6733 YE=lt7
ó734 GOSUB 620
6740 n9'¿,(Iär=Zi¿
ó7EO NEXT IZ
ó7ó0 FOR I7.=L7! 1ß t,.u.
ê7 eI AT- ( î'1, I =X9Z ( 1'¿, ) +?O07.llng'il ( IZ )
67ó2 NEXT IZ
6770 FAR IZ=7r, IO tiz-rz
â7EO A97,=OT.
6790 FOR J/.=iï. 10 I?a STEP -t7.
ó800 IF A9't<?0't THEN ó840
éAIO à97=-l'1,
6820 IF A:l(J'À)'s=Ai{tJi¿+lzt Gtl T0 óe30
6A2L PX,=A7.( J7.)
6822 AZ ( J7.\ =â'L \ J't+ LiL t
6423 A'1,(JZ+77.1=Pz
6fJ24 A9Z=o7.
ó830 NEXT JZ
é840 NEXT IZ
6850 FOR Iit=7'l To liZ
6A60 ngZ ( IZ ) = àZ ( 7i{, /20O'Å
687 O Xg7. ( IZ ) = A7. ( I7-') - DE7. ( Iï,, *2OO7,
6S80 NEXT IZ
6890 FOR Iil,=L'Á TE ¡í,27.
649 I AZ ( I7.) =X?Z ( lZ) +20o'l*It9L I Ii/I
ó892 NEXT IZ
ó900 FOn Iï,=1't! ïa ¡¡,22-l'¿
69LO AqZ=Of,
69?0 FOft J7.=fZ 1O 77. S-IEF -LZ
693A tF A97..'.70'/, THÊ:N ó970
6940 à97.=-17.
ó950 IF A7.tJ|,t?=ã7.(JZ+I7.) ÈO T0 ó9óO
695I Pr,=A7!( Jil)
6952 A7. ( Jit > = AZ ( J'L+ 17. )
6933 A7- ( J'¿,+ L7.) =P 7!

6i'54 A97.=O7.
6960 NEXT JZ
ß970 NEXT 1'/-
ó?BO FOR I7.=IZ Ttr tí?f.
69 9 O 1t9 7. I lit ) = A7! ( 7'A) / ?0O'1,
7 QO0 X9Z ( Ît ) = Aä ( I't) -rr9'/! ( t'¿ I *2007.
7010 NEXÌ IZ
70?0 G0suB 7340
7o1ls P85='Dü FR0FILES'
7030 FOE Iìt=F?7. .l'0 0Z STEF -12
7040 FOR GIil=OZ ID F1'l
7041 S$(Gr7.l=' '
7042 ilEXT Gl;t
7050 FOR ILZ,=JI. T0 2002
7O¿tO IF IrgU ( I1Z.\.::aIZ THEN 7100
7470 tF XAil(IL7.) ioz G0 T0 7070
7071 rF xBz(t17.):.1007 l'HEt{ 7090
7080 IF SE(XSZ(177.))='' rHEN S$(X82(I1Z)
7o81 S$ (XAZ(lL7.l )='*'
7O9O NEXT I1Z
7LAO J7.=II'L
7110 FOR II7.=RI)1, TO 502
7I?O LF fi97.(fL:¿i.:,..I2 THEN 71éO
7t30 IF >197.(II7:r-:ï'tr. THEH 7150
7131 IF X9Z(IZ):.rO0Z THEN 7150
7140 IF SS(X92(Ili¿)) =' ' THEN st(X?Z(LLt,)
7 7 4I Sg ( X9I ( Il7,) ) =' t¡'
7150 NEXT I1Z
71óO FRINT
7170 ÊoSUB 7430
7180 NF:XT JZ

)='X' \ 60 Tt 7090

il

)=' + ' \ GO TO 7150
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71!r0 n0suß 7530
7:¡00 IF 11.57,=LZ THEN 7900
7210 FRINT F.ó$i
7??0 G0 r0.ió60
7?40 REt',1 ttX***r(X*******x*#¡(xl*xl(t(**xrr****x**#t(t-{****t*fr*l**t********:*
7?ó0 RE¡f -- F rintirig S¡rbFnut Lrres
7rAö JZ=lf,
7?90 t\L)l=,'lz
7i|OO llz--tt7.ILi!
7310 t--RrNI CSrR9$;
7410 RETURN
7 4?o t;,17.=LIi!'7430 rF 7*li¿/5'tlz/37 THEN 748Q
7440 IF Gl,-'::.i-AZ G0 TO 7450
74 4 1 G9=F"J+ I7.ttÍ!7 / ï ?r,
744f lF AtrS(G9)';AItS(fi7)/'10000 TIIEN G9=0
7450 IF GI.:.:,IZ GÜ I0 7 qé0
7451 tì9=Ir5 l1'l*D7 /11i7;
745? Il: AtrS(G?).::AtrS(Ir7)/10ô00 1l-lEll Gt'='0
74Á0 F'KINT F9$;5EG$(5rF$(ll9) til¡ 47.J ì
7470 IF Iü=OZ Tl'lEl.l RETURN
7480 FRINT TAF ( 52 ì i' I ' ì
7490 FOR tT=OI 1E Fl7.
;'500 IF S$(Li( )'1:.' ' THEN FftINl l AB(L7.157.1 1;';);5$(l-Z);
7T1O NEXT LZ
75?O RËTURN
7:;30 FRrNT lAtr(52) t', - 1' ì
7540 r:0R J'l=L'/. TA FL7. EIEF 57.

7550 F RlN I ',----+', i
75ÉO NEXT JZ
757O lt97-=ùi1
75AO IF SZ1.:¡1./, G0 T0 7590
7581 X6=29"X5
758? X5=,29-X5
7583 X7=-X7
7'J90 FRrN'l ', X
7600 IF Xó,:: 10 TIIEN Uls-'*.++'
7607 IF Xó.{:10 fiu T0,'ó10
7¿O? IF Xó',:100 Il{Etl Ull;='**.*'
7úO3 IF Xé,i100 GD'l 0 7'1 l0
7604 UIfr= '**++'
7ó10 Ë0R Jl=ö7 10 FIZ $TE:tr TiZ
7ó20 X=X"'i+J7.*X7 / F l'Ì,
?630 fF AFS(X)'::AItS(X7Ll70000 IHEN x=0
7ó40 T,RINT',TAE ( liZ+,J7: -ti{ ) t
7ó50 Ë'RIòlT USING tJlSrXi
7óóO NEXT JZ
7óóf F RINT F 7$; F',81t
7ó70 FF{rNl Fl*.i',0ESErrUEIr (.1.)',iF?$;',FftF:trICTF-Ír (X)',;F',.1Sî'ri{lrf'lflrlrËl{T(*)'
76S0 FRINT F4$i',tJ=tlIl.llrllül'iF5$i'r'cRl'=,EXIl',iF6Èì',flll[¡.'(]Ë'lI0N'í
77OO I},JF'UT 419
771Õ G0S;UÊ 710
771 J. At'='A t $
771? fF A$"=',t,' Ga ID 77?O
7 71.3 1197.- tI
7714 RETURI.I
7720 F'Fir:NI P6*)Iì1$;F5$;S1$iF 4$iS1$;
7730 FRINT F4SilX Ì1 ÏN'i
7740 rr.tF'uT x5
7750 FRINT F5$;'X i'IAX'i
77óO INPUT Xó
7770 PRINT F'5$;$19;F',4$;Sl-$
7780 FRrNT F4S;',Y I'f rN',t
7790 LHFUT Y"
78OO FRINT F.:JSi'Y HAX'i
7B1O IHF,UT Y3
7820 IF ß7.{.rO7. G0 TO 78i0
78?1 F5=Y?
78r? Éó=Y3
7830 rF Ê7..ì?r'1, tì0 T0 7840
7831 t'5=Y?
783? I'ó=YJ
7a4() lF SZ=02 THEN 7880
7850 IF X5{=XÉ¡ G0 Tt 78ó0
7851 T=Xó
7s52 X6=X5
7853 X5='l
7860 X6=79-X6
7A7O X:=Ztì-X5
7880 RETURN
7900 ñEñ ***t(***t(**sr(ftttrr*tx*fr***x*X**tß)tXt(*t*ì(*rt****:t*ttXx****i(l:fl****
7920 T.F SZ=OZ THEN 79t0
7930 FOF f'l=L1. fD RT,
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7940 X(lìl)=29-X(I:l)
7950 HEXT I't
79ó0 FOR l)!=LZ Tt K?z
7 9 7 A XZ ( 17., =29 -X? ( l'¿ t
7980 rtEXT IZ
7990 FR I NT D$; ' TIO YtIU I,'AI.IT TO tIO ANOTHEF S I I'IULAT I ON {NO}' ;
BOOO INFUT A1$
8010 GosuB 710
801 1 A$=41$
EO1? IF A9J;}.'Y'THEN 8O4O
80?0 r F or,.:.20't THEN 1?O0
8O3O F'RINT'SORRY, YOU CA}.I ONLY TIO ?O SI},IULATIONS'
8040 F'RINT
BOSO FRINT'FROGFAI,I TEÉI'IINATIT{G'
8060 FRINT
EOTO ENT'

REAIY
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Appendix D: Compendium of Equations, Tables and Figures for Procedure of Section 2.3

Equations
For conversion of BOD'(L) to BOD,, (B), use F,q. 2.4

B:o.L o4\
where ct is obtained from Fig. 2.3.
For calculation of the reaeration coefficient k, at20'use one of Eqs. 2.6-2.9, selected using

Table 2.4, and correct to river temperature using F,q. 2.5.

kz : 7.024T-2ok22o

kr'o : 3.74fIJ-/lHr's

kto
krto

kr'o

where

: 5.01 IJo.e6el¡¡'t.673

: 4.75 U/H1s
: 5.13 ÍJl}ir1'33

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)
: mean river velocity (m.s-1);
: river depth (m)

Tables and Figures

Copies of Tables 2.L-2.4 and Fig. 2.3 follow.

U
H

Table 2.1 Saturation DO versus temperature (from Wilcock 1982a)

Temperature, T
('c)

Saturation pO, C,
(g.m-')

10
11

12
13
14
15
1.6

17
18
19
20
27
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

11.29
rt.o2
r0.77
10.54
10.30
10.09
9.86
9.66
9.46
9.27
9.09
8.91
8.73
8.s8
8.41
8.26
8.10
7.95
7.81.
7.68
7.55
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Table 2.2 Laboratory BOD decay coefficient values

Sample k.
(¿ui-')

reference

Sewage (primary treat-
ment)

Dairy factory wastes (raw)
Meatworks wastes (primary

treatment)
Pulp and paper mill wastes

(primary treatment)

Pulp and paper mill wastes
(secondary treatment)

Piggery wastes (primary
treatment)

Piggery wastes (secondary
treatment)

River waters (Waikato and
Waipa)

Cameron (1.982)

Barnett et al. (1982)
Heddle (1982)

M. Piper (Tasman
Pulp & Paper Co.,
pers. comm.)
M. Piper (Tasman
Pulp &. Paper Co.,
pers. comm.)
J. Nagels (MWD,
pers. comm.)
J. Nagels (MWD,
pers. comm.)
J. Nagels (MWD,
pers. comm.)

o.23

0.444.62
0.45-{.60

0.35

0.25

0.5-{.8

0.37

0.4

Table 2.3 values of deoxygenation coefficients in several New Zcaland rivers

River kl 
_

(dav-')
ReferenceTvpical low flow

(-'.r-t)

Tarawera
Manawatu
Mataura
Waipa
Waikato
Waikato

25
20
74
20

180
180

5.2+
0.7-72*

2+
0.7+

1.2-1.8+
0.fl).8f

liper (1982), McBride (I982a)
Currie and Rutherford (1982)
McKenzie and McBride (1982)
McBride and Rutherford (1982)
Rutherford (1982)
Rutherford (7982)

tEstimated by model calibration and verification using river Do and BoDr.
'Using river BoD, only' There is evidence that BoD, was stored but not exerted and hence these may be over-
estimated.

Table 2.4 k, equation numbers appropriate for different river conditions

River Velocity River Depth, H(m)
U (m.s-r) '

0245 0.5-1.0 >1.0

0.1-o.5
052.O

(2.6)
(2.e)

(2.6) (2.6)
(2.8) (2.7)
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rn C! C)O

FIG. 2.3 Graph of BOD":BODr (c) versus k. (from McBride 1982b and reproduced try permission of
the Journal, Water Pollution Control Federation).
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